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CHAPTER ONE
THE BACKGROUND AND PRINCIPLE_S OF

'
THE RESTORATION
MOVEMENT
The ~e~toratio~ Movement is 'a term used' -'tc,' describe a
religious movement of the early nineteenth century.

This movement

was concentrat~d in the. Ohio Valley from Pennsyl~ania to Kentucky
and Illinois, with some congregations scattered throughout the rest
of the United States.

During the early development of this movement,

the congregations used three names: Disciples of Christ, Christian
'
1
Church, and Churci). of Christ.
These groups had little conflict
over the various names, which were generally used interchangeably.
The Background of the Restoration Movement
Although the Restoration Movement can trace its history
as far back as.the Reformation, it is sufficient for the purposes of
this study to state that four groups emerged to make up the backbone
of the Restoration Movement.

2

Because of consolidation only two of

1 In our discussion, these three terms will be used interchangeably.
2If th~ reader wishes additional information, he can consult
the following books which will give more detailed histories of the
development of the Restoration Movement;
Winfred Ernest Garrison and Alfred T. DeGroot, The Disciples
of Christ (St. ·Louis: Christian Board of Publi~ation, 1948).
James Deforest Murch, Christians Only (Cincinnati: Standard
Publishing Company, 1962.
Enos E.' Dowling, The Restoration Movement (Cincinnati:
Standard Publishing Company, 1964.
1

2

these four are of major importance to us in this study:

the group

led by Thomas and Alexander Campbell and the one led by Barton W.
Stone.

3
Stone was a young Presbyterian minister in the backwoods of

Kentucky when the Second Great Awakening came into that area.

His

activities in several meetings in central Kentucky brought rebukes from
his denominational superiors.

During these meetings he did not follow

some of the Calvinistic doctrines of the Presbyterian Church. 4

This

confrontation with the hierarchy of the Presbyterian Church caused
Stone to leave its organization in 1802 and form a new presbytery.

As

he studied the New Testament, he decided that the church did not need
a religious hierarchy.

Consequently, in 1804 Stone and those who

followed him dissolved all of the extra-congregational organizations. 5
About the same time, Thomas and Alexander Campbell were
involved in a similar conflict with the Presbyterian Church in
western Pennsylvania.

Like Stone, the Campbells expressed the desire

to practice the Scriptures in the way they believed to be right.

By

1809 both Thomas Campbell and his son Alexander had left the Presbyterian Church and formed their own independent organization.

6

This

local congregation joined an area Baptist association for a few
3Part of the other two groups merged with the Campbell and
Stone movements. Their leaders were Abner Jones and Elias Smith in
New England and James 0 1 Kelly in North Carolina. The remaining
Christians joined into one group in 1811. However, they divided
over the issue of slavery in 1854. We will not be discussing them
because of the lack of material.
4 Garrison and DeGro6t, p. 12.
•J
5rbid., p. 111.
6 Ibid., p. 140.

3

years; but again because of differences of beliefs, they left it in
1823 to become an independent congregation. 7
In 1832 the Disciples led by Alexander and Thomas Campbell,
and the Christians under the guidance of Barton W. Stone united into
one body.

This union came first in Kentucky, but in time it spread

to Tennessee, Indiana, Illinois, and Ohio.

8

The Principles of the Restoration Movement
Let it be remembered, then, that in the beginning of
the Disciples' great movement the formation of an organization
separated and distinct from the religious bodies then in
existence was not contemplated. The purpose was first of
all, to overcome the spirit of rivalry and antagonism among
the people of God; secondly, to promote the spirit of
Christian love and fellowship; and finally, to seek a basis
upon which all Christians might stand and worship together,
in mutual esteem and affection. 9
One of the deepest concerns of the men who became leaders
and members of the Restoration Movement was the division besetting
American Protestantism in the early nineteenth century.

The hope that

at some date all followers of Christ would be united was one of the
major points in the writings of Thomas Campbell and Barton W. Stone.
Feeling that the church should be one, they dissolved organizations
which they had formed during the first years of their ministries.
This dream of unity was combined with a desire to restore the church
of the New Testament.

Both of these leaders had experienced strong

conflicts with church organizations that were based on man-made creeds.
7 Ibid., p. 171.
8Dowling, pp. 69-71.
9J. s. Lamar, Memoirs of Isaac Errett (Cincinnati:
Standard Publishing Company, 1893), I: 223-224.

The

4

They believed that these creeds should be discarded and that the
church should be united upon the teachings of the Bible.

10

This teaching carried with it an emphasis upon the freedom
of interpreting the Word of God in areas of opinion.

At the formal

meeting in Georgetown, Kentucky, when the two groups joined together,
one of Alexander Campbell's followers stated:
While there is but one faith, there may be ten
thousand opinions; and hence if Christians are ever to be
one, they must be one in faith, and not in opinion. . . .
While, for the sake of peace and Christian union,
I long since waived the public maintenance of any speculation
I may hold, yet not one Gospel fact, commandment, or promise,
will I surrender for the world. 11
The matter of freedom of opinion was extremely important to
these early members of the Christian Church.

They felt that each

man was entitled to his own opinion as long as he did not try to force
it on others who disagreed with him.

Their view was that where the

Bible had spoken all men were expected to obey God's Word and act
in accordance with it.

However, in matters which they regarded as

opinion, each was free to do what he believed to be right.

Alexander

Campbell expressed this view when he wrote:
They, the Disciples, make a very marked difference
between faith and opinion; between the testimony of God and
the reasonings of men; the words of the Spirit and human
inferences. Faith in the testimony of God and obedience
to the commandments of Jesus, are the bond of union; and not
an agreement in any abstract view or o~~nions upon what is
written or spoken by divine authority.
lOAlexander Campbell, "Humble Beginnings," Millennial Harbinger,
New Series, VI, No. l (1842), 11.
11 J on
h Augustus Wiliams,
·1 .
Life of Elder John Smith

(Cincinnati :

R. W. Carroll and Co., Publisher, 1871), pp. 453-54.

12Alexander Campbell, "Sketches of Religious History: Disciples
of Christ," Millennial Harbinger, New Series, III, No. 4 (1839),
166-67.

5

Another important practice of the Restoration Movement that
was to become crucial in its capacity to deal effectively with religious
and social issues of the later nineteenth century was its strong
belief in the local autonomy of the congregation.

This principle can

be seen in the actions of both Stone and the Campbells as they
dissolved the organizations that they had formed to control the local
congregations.

Both groups became convinced that Christians should

exercise total control of the local congregations. 13
It is also important to remember that the majority of the
leaders of the Restoration Movement felt that the study of the Bible
and the winni_ng of new members were the most important activities of
a Christian.

They saw the social problems of the day but believed

that the soul was more important than the body of a person.

In

connection with this, they felt that the social problem of slavery
would be corrected as Christians began to practice their Christianity
and not because someone was condemning them for holding slaves.
All of these points were important to the Churches of Christ
as they developed during the early years of the nineteenth century.
Basically the leaders of the Movement wanted to discuss religious
problems rather than slavery; but as this became impossible, they
viewed slavery as a subject on which the individual could develop his
own opinion.

This freedom of interpretation on matters where the

Bible did not give a direct "thou shalt not" was of great value to
the Movement during the slavery controversy.

Their congregational

government helped to keep slavery on the local level for several
13 Murch, p. 88.
Alexander Campbell, "Mahoning Association Annual Meeting,"
Millennial Harbinger, II, No. 10 (1831), 446.

6

years; and, of course, there could be no general announcement on
slavery from the head of the church.

This lack of a hierarchy kept

the Movement united.
Of course, there was not total unity of opinion on the issue
of slavery.

Since there was no announcement of policy by a hierarchy,

each individual or congregation was free to make its own decision
concerning slavery.
opinion on slavery.

This freedom created a great diversity of

CHAPTER TWO
SLAVERY AND THE RESTORATION MOVEMENT
Any controversy can and will take many different forms as it
develops over a period of years.

This tendency was true of the slavery

controversy in relation to the Restoration Movement.

As might be

expected, the controversy did not suddenly appear but rather grew in
strength and influence over a period of several decades.

There were

those with extreme views, both proslavery and antislavery, as well as
those who attempted to remain neutral in the controversy.
As we discuss these various viewpoints, one other fact should
always be kept in mind.

The Restoration Movement practiced a very

strict form of congregational government.
besides the local congregation.

It had no organization

This lack of hierarchy provided an

opportunity for the development of many strong-minded leaders who
were willing to express their views on many subjects.
looking at only one of those subjects:

We will be

the slavery controversy.

Most of these men published periodicals in which they expressed their
opinions.

All of them hoped to cultivate a large following among

the Disciples.

As has been suggested, Alexander Campbell and Barton

W. Stone had larger followings than most of the others, but a few
other men were just as well known and respected.

We will introduce

several of these leaders as we see the slavery controversy develop
during the nineteenth century and as we discover its. effect upon the
Restoration Movement.
7

8

Early Views of Slavery
By the early years of the nineteenth century, slavery had
been a vital part of the social life of the southern United States
for at least one hundred and fifty years.

The Constitution of the

United States recognized the institution of slavery, apparently
implying its permanence.

During the last decades of the eighteenth

century, there had been some discussion in both the North and the
South of ending the practice of slavery, but little had been done.
As the nineteenth century began, some were taking a second look at
slavery and its misuse of the black man.
The concepts of the Restoration Movement were just developing
in the minds of its leaders during the first decade of the nineteenth
century.

As we have seen in Chapter One, the leaders of this Movement

were dealing with the problems of religious authority and ecclesiastical
control over the local minister.

Even though the leaders of the

Restoration Movement had opinions concerning slavery, this controversy
seemed of minor importance when compared with the relig~ous contraversies.

We can see this attitude in the actions of Barton W. Stone
and a co-worker, David Purviance:

1

Both of these men were antislavery

in their views and worked within the sphere of their influence,
mainly Kentucky, to bring slavery to an end.

Stone even wrote an

antislavery resolution for the West Lexington Presbytery in 1800.
1 David Purviance was an active member of the group which
Barton W. Stone led out of the Presbyterian Church in 1804. He was
a signer of the "Last will and Testament of the Springfield Presbytery,"
which is an important document of The Restoration Movement. In 1810,
he moved to Ohio and became a member of that state's legislature. There
he was active in an attempt to repeal some state laws which were
anti-black.

9
This resolution s~ated that slavery was a subject likely to occasion
much trouble and division in the churches and that it was a moral evil,
and, consequently, sufficient to exclude from the privilege of the
church such as would continue the practice of it. 2
Purviance was active in politics in Kentucky.

At the same time

He was a member of the

Kentucky House of Representatives and campaigned as an antislavery
candidate for the state constitutional convention.

He was unsuccessful

in this effort, but he did attempt to persuade the members of the Cane
Ridge Church, which later became one of the first Christian Churches
in Kentucky, to free their slaves. 3

Although these were strong expressions

of antislavery views, both men were milder in their antislavery
activities.

They were willing to let the situation in regard to

slavery continue as they returned to their religious work.
A proslavery view can be seen in the actions of John Smith,
a future leader of the Restoration Movement.

4

Since Smith hoped to own

a plantation in Alabama, he seemed to have no objections to slavery or
its use as a means to gain success as a southern plantation owner.
Because he met with failure, he regarded this failure as a message
from God telling him that his goals were wrong. 5
2

charles Crossfields Ware, Barton W. Stone
Bethany Press, n.d.), p. 217..

(St. Louis:

3 David Purviance, The Biography of Elder David Purviance

(Dayton:

B. R. & G. W. Ells, 1848), p. 34.
4 John Smith later became a strong follower of the Camp-

bells. He was the leader of the Disciples in Kentucky and was
instrumental in the merger of the followers of Campbell and Stone
in 1832.
5John Augustus Williams, Life of Elder John Smith
R. W, Carroll & Co., Publisher, 1871), p. 99.

(Cincinnati:
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A somewhat milder antislavery view is reflected by the actions
of a minister friend of Barton W. Stone.

While traveling in Indiana,

Stone's fellow minister was forced to take refuge in the home of a
Negro family.

As he wrote his account of the events, he gave the

impression that only necessity would cause him to associate with the
family.

His attitude changed, however, when he discovered that some

of the family were converts of Stone.

6

Neither of these examples can be classified as a strong
attitude toward slavery, but rather as an indifference to the conditions
of the black race.

Both men seemed to have other matters on their

minds which took precedence over the slavery issue.

Smith, on the one

hand, was concerned with possible economic gain while the other man
was concerned with preaching rather than with the social problems of
the day.
Thomas Campbell appears to have conveyed a stronger antislavery
view.

In 1819 while teaching at a seminary in Kentucky, Campbell

spent Sunday afternoons teaching the Bible to Negro children even
though one of his friends warned him that he was breaking a law of the
commonwealth by doing so.

This situation influenced Campbell to move

to the free state of Pennsylvania where he lived for the remainder of
his life.

7

The evil, according to Campbell, was not slavery but the

laws which man had developed to control it.

He would not live in a

state that forbade him to teach someone to read the Bible for himself.
6samuel Rogers, Autobiography of Elder Samuel Rogers
(Cincinnati: Standard Publishing Company, 1881), pp. 53-54.
7Robert Richardson, Memoirs of Alexander Campbell, 2 vols.
(Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott & Co., 1868), I, 495.
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Another leader who saw in slavery an issue which could cause
great difficulty was Alexander Campbell.

The appearance of the Christian

Baptist in 1823 marked the beginning of his long editorial career.

In

the first issue he printed an article about the paradoxes of Christianity
in which he discussed many contradictions between the theory of
Christianity and its practice by men.
the most inconsistent of them all.

8

He called the system of slavery
Campbell was certainly not planning

to make the Christian Baptist a stro,ng abolitionist paper; he was only
placing slavery among many evils that should be destroyed by the work
of the church.·
It was 1829 before Campbell made another statement in the
Christian Baptist concerning slavery.

At that time he announced the

beginning of a new publication called the Millennial Harbinger in which
he stated that he would discuss "the treatment of African slaves, as
preparatory to their emancipation, and exaltation from their present
degraded condition. 119
The southern slaveholders were also the object of Campbell's
concern.

While on a tour of the South, he expressed this concern in a

letter to his friend Robert Richardson:

"But alas for the South.

None are more enslaved to men than slaveowners .... "

He felt that the

slaveholder was the real slave because he feared his own slaves and
that the white population of the Carolinas and Georgia were far behind
the same class in the North and West.

To him the cause of this

8Alexander Campbell, "The Christian Religion,"
Baptist, I, No. l (1823), 17-18.

The Christian

9Alexander Campbell, "Proposals for the Millennial Harbinger,"
The Christian Baptist, VII, No. 3 (1829), 67.
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backwardness was slavery, and he believed that things would not improve
until slavery was abolished.lo
Campbell wanted to see slavery eliminated from the United
States because of the evil that it caused to both whites and blacks.
However, he was not willing to make this the only interest of his
life.

He had friends and followers in both the North and the South

and was not willing to risk alienating them over the slavery question.
He had expressed his views in favor of gradual emancipation in a
non-violent manner.

He was willing to put the issue aside and to

move on to more important problems in the religious field.
During the first three decades of the nineteenth century the
question of slavery was only a small issue which most of the Disciples
believed had little importance.

They felt that there were more

important issues than that of slavery.

As we have seen, they expressed

their views but still their religious activities were far more
important to them than fighting slavery.
The Middle Ground
The 1830 1 s saw the appearance of several strong leaders in
the antislavery movement.

This militant stand against slavery

produced the opposite reaction in the South as slaveholders attempted
to justify their own actions.

As ,this polarization was taking place

around the issue of slavery, the majority of the leaders of the
Restoration Movement were attempting to remain on the middle ground.
They felt that they should follow Alexander Campbell in attempting
to remain neutral in the controversy.
lORichardson, II, 45-53.

The majority did not approve of

13
the way slavery was practiced in the South; however, they would not
condemn the slaveholder as wicked just because he owned slaves though
they still refused to bless the institution of slavery.

They saw

slavery as an outward sign of the evil in the United States, but not
the only evil.

An example of this thinking can be seen in the

11
following comment made by Walter Scott
in about 1830:
Be not surprised, my brother, if I ask where the root
of the evil is to be found, and whether slavery is to be
associated originally and radically with the Church or with
the state. When men would kill a tree they do not lop off
a few of the uppermost boughs as you would, but strike a blow
at the root. You are on the housetop, I wish to feel around
the foundations, to grapple with the pillars, and to know
the length and strength of the things on which the fabric
is raised. It is radically a state question, and slavery
might exist in the Union even after every disciple of the
true gospel had exercised his individual right and freed
his slaves on the spot. I assert, then, that the government,
and not the Church of Christ, is to be blamed for slavery.
She did not originate it, she did not propose it, she did
not desire it,,and she cannot annul it. Hence, slavery is
radically a political and not a religious evil. You have
so mistaken the state of the case, or question, that you
have dared me to a viva voce defense of slavery as practiced·
in the United States: I will not defend slavery in any
state; it is a political evil, and to defend it would be like
defending evil of any other kind. The fact is, the government
must be made to act in this affair if we would cure it, and
all attempts to reT~ve the disease by any other means are
so much time lost.
In this quotation, Scott was stating the feeling of the
majority of his fellow editors in the Restoration Movement.

They

believed that the slavery issue was a political question with which the
government should deal.

Scott stated further that there were many

11Walter Scott was one of the leaders of the Restoration Movement. He worked closely with Campbell during the early days of the
Movement. He moved to Cincinnati in 1832 and was active in that area
until his death in 1861.
12 William Baxter, Life of Walter Scott
Chase & Hall Publishers, 187~), pp. 360-61.

(Cincinnati:

Bosworth,

14

evils in the world and that to spend one's time fighting only one would
be foolhardy.

These men wanted to keep the church out of the political

life of the country because they could see the possibility of division
over such controversies.

The slavery controversy only received a small amount of the
attention of the leaders of the Restoration Movement during the 1830 1 s.
The majority of their time was spent on religious activities and not
on slavery, which they considered a political question.
As the new decade of the forties began, most of the Disciples'
writers were silent about the problem of slavery.

But one can see

the middle view and their attitude taking some effect in the actions
of some of the disciples.

It is interesting to- see that the local

congregations in Cincinnati considered the Negro their brother in
Christ and showed interest in his success as he won others to the
church.

13

The same kind of interest manifested itself in 1842 when the
elders of the Christian Church at Midway, Kentucky, purchased a Negro
named Alexander Campbell and began to train him for the ministry.
His training was a success, and ten years later he established the
.
. M"idway. HI
first
church f or Negroes in

This white congregation was

willing to support Campbell during the years that were required for
his training so that he could preach to the Negroes of that area.
13 John Challen, "Church News," Millennial Harbinger, New
Series, IV, No. 3 (1840), 145.
14

Tibbs Maxey, Timbuctoo (Fair
Publications, 1963), pp. 12-13. Robert
and the Christian Church in the Slavery
Ph.D. dissertation, Indiana University,

Play, Missouri: Sweany
O. Fife, "Alexander Campbell
Controversy" (unpublished
1960), p. 42.
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About the same time the editor of the Christian Journal of
Harrodsburg, Kentucky, was encouraging his readers to make every
possible effort to teach their slaves about Christ.

The masters

were asked to hire a preacher to work among the Negroes and to
provide Negroes with leisure so that they could study the Bible.
The article concluded with the observation that it was the paramount
obligation of Christian masters to see that their slaves learned of
.

sa1vation.

15

The implication of the article was that most of them

were not doing this kind of evangelism.
The leaders of the Restoration Movement who held this middle
view wanted the masters to develop this kind of interest in their
slaves.

They felt that the masters should educate the slaves so that

they could believe in Christ.

However, these leaders realized that

Christians, both North and South, were basically indifferent to the
black man.
Benjamin Franklin,

16

the editor of The Western Reformer,

felt that the abolitionists were using Negroes only as a tool with
which to attack the South and that they really had little interest
in the welfare of slaves.

When a Negro church in Cincinnati was

having financial difficulty, Franklin suggested that Christians in
both the North and the South should come to its aid.

He stated:

"This presents a beautiful opportuRity for the different parties who
have so much to say about the colored race, to show by that which
15 R. French Ferguson, "Preaching to Servants,"
Journal, III, No. 11 (1844), 166.
16

Christian

BenJamin
•
. Fran kl.in was one o f t h e 1 ater 1 ea ders o f t h e
Restoration Movement. He joined the movement in 1837 and was an
active editor during the slavery controversy as he worked in the
Cincinnati area.

16
speaks louder than words, how much they feel for the African. 1117
Franklin's approach did develop some interest in the condition of
the Negro congregation, but there was not a great outpouring of help.
By the 1850 1 s Franklin had become one of the leaders of the
Restoration Movement.

His views on slavery were similar to those

of Alexander Campbell and Walter Scott.
In the summer of 1856 Benjamin Franklin attempted to set
forth what he considered the correct position of a disciple or Christian
on the issue of slavery.

He was taking a stand in the middle of

the question where he neither condemned nor c.ondoned slavery but
placed it in the area of opinion.

He stated further that each

case of slavery would have its own individual circumstance which
could make it scriptural or unscriptural.

Franklin was opposed to

American slavery, but he did not think the church should attempt
to end slavery by ordering its members either to free their slaves
or get out of the church.

He believed that the slaveholder should

be taught the scriptural method of treating slaves.

He finally

expressed the conviction that his stand was according to the will
.
. .
18
of God an d t h e hope tat
oth ers woul d accept h is opinion.
h
This statement on slavery by Franklin produced letters from
the South in support of his stand

19

and letters from the North

17 Benjamin Franklin, "To the Church of Christ,"
Reformer, VI, No. 6 (1848), 379.
18

Benjamin Franklin, "Where Is the Safe Ground?"
Christian Review, I, No. 7 (1856), 216-17.
19 H. M. Bledsoe, "Correspondence,"
Review, II, No. 6 (1857), 109.

The Western
The American

The American Christian

17
condemning him for his refusal to call slavery sinfu1. 20

He did not

change his position on the issue but concluded by stating that the
church should not attempt to reform the civil government.

If the

church changed the individual member of the state, then he in turn
would influence the government to change.

21

Although several other men held this middle view, Alexander
Campbell was by far'the most outstanding leader.

His activities

during the late 1840 1 s showed some of the difficulties that these
men faced as they attempted to remain neutral in the slavery controversy.

In 1845 Campbell began to publish a series of articles

dealing with slavery.

His hope was to set forth:his view of slavery

in such a way as to cause the majority of the members of the Churches
of Christ to accept his view.
Basically Campbell's view was that slavery was permitted by
the Bibl~ if it were practiced according to the teachings of the
Bible with regard to man's relationship with his fellowman.

He had

granted freedom to the few slaves he had owned after providing them
with education in both secular and peligious fields.

22

He knew that

most masters would not treat their slaves in this manner.

Therefore,

Campbell felt that slavery was not condemned in the Bible but that
most men were not able to practice slavery in accord with Christian
principles.
20

Thomas Wiley, "Bill of Grievance,"
Review, II, No. 9 (1857), 271.
21BenJamin
. . Fran k lin,
.
"Reply, 11
II, No. 9 (1857), 272-75.
22

Richardson, I, 502.

The American Christian

The American Christian Review,

18
Because of his view of slavery and his attacks on the
abolitionists, Campbell gained the reputation of a proslavery
advocate.

In his last two articles he criticized the abolitionists

for their extreme ideas and stated that if an abolitionist is one
who would dismember the church and dissolve the union, neither a
. .
.
.
. . t . 23
nor an Ameriican
c.1.. tizen
could b e an ab o 1 1.· t1:on1.s
Ch ristian

He

stated further that extremes had begotten extremes on both sides of
the issue and that, as the two groups of free men fought over the
question, the slaves were the ones who suffered.

They were being

denied the education they really needed to learn about God because
the abolitionists flooded them with literature asking them to revolt
against their masters. 24
With his series of articles on American slavery, Alexander
Campbell had attempted to take a position of leadership among the
Churches of Christ.

He stated what he believed the Bible teaches

and hoped his fellow disciples would respect and accept his judgment
as correct.

Although he was highly respected by all, neither his

prestige nor his arguments could defuse such an explosive political
and moral issue.

The people had heard his views, and they asked to

turn the Millennial Harbinger into a forum in which all the various
facets of abolitionism could be discussed.

Campbell declared that he

would not permit this; but if anyone wished to discuss the position that
he had taken, he would be willing to permit the Harbinger to be used

7,

11

23 Alexander Campbell, '"Our Position to American Slavery - No.
Millennial Harbinger, Ir ( 3d Ser.), No. 5 ( 1845), 235.
24

8 , II

Alexander Campbell, "Our Position to American Slavery - No.
Millennial Harbinger, II (3d Ser.), No. 6 (1845), 260.

19

for this purpose.

25

He further emphasized that he was antislavery,

but he was not an abolitionist who would be willing to sacrifice
everything to achieve his goai. 26
As might be expected, the readers of the Millennial Harbinger
were interested in expressing their views, either for or against
Campbell's stand.

After Campbell had completed his series, one

reader from Wadsworth, Ohio, wrote him bemoaning the fact that he
had even begun his articles.

The reader felt that Campbell had only

given rise to many strange questions which some people were unable
to solve with their limited mental capabilities.

27

Others felt

that Campbell had changed his position on the slavery issue.

They

asked how he could reconcile his 1832 statement that slavery was
the blackest spot on this nation with his 1845 articles which said
the Bible justified slavery and that under Christian circumstances
it would be permissible.

Campbell replied that he had never changed

his view on slavery but inferred that the problem developed when the
institution of slavery was transferred from the area of theory to
one of practice.

He believed that in theory slavery was possible and

correct under Christian circumstances, but he also knew that in
practice the majority of mankind would not control themselves and
that their desire for power and wealth would cause them to practice
slavery in an unchristian manner.

This practice caused slavery to

25 Alexander Campbell, 11 American Slavery,"
binger, II (3d Ser.), No. 8 (1845), 356.
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be the blackest spot on the United States' moral character. 28

Campbell

was attempting to remain in the middle of the slavery controversy.
He would not condemn the slaveholder outright, but he did condemn the
institution of slavery.

Yet he refused to be counted among the

abolitionists.
Again Campbell was being attacked from both sides, but the
voice of the abolitionist was much stronger than that of the proslavery ''
groups.

None could have guessed how strong this voice was until

Alexander Campbell began a speaking tour of Great Britain in 1847.
While in Scotland he was attacked by the Anti-Slavery Society there as
being a man stealer and a slaveholder and was accused of being the
.
29
worst of h eretics.

These accusations were brought by James Robertson,

a clergyman who served as the secretary of the Edinburgh Anti-Slavery
Society; and as one would expect, they produced a controversy between
the two men.

In late August, Campbell was sued by Robertson for libel.

This legal action culminated in Campbell's being imprisoned in Glasgow,
Scotland.

While in prison, Campbell attempted to defend himself

concerning the slavery issue by writing letters to the editor of a
local newspaper.

He stated that he was not an apologist for slavery

and that he was against any system of slavery which was then practiced
in the world.

30.

Campbell felt that he was in prison "for righteousness'

sake" because of the injustice of the action taken against him.
28 Alexander Campbell and S. York,
lennial Harbinger, III (3d Ser.), No. 10
29
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(1846), 592-94.
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30 Alexander Campbell, "Letter from Alexander Campbell,"
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trial which followed proved him innocent of all charges, and Robertson
was eventually found guilty of libel and illegal arrest.

31

The events in Scotland produced some interesting sidelights
in the United States.

Those who had disagreed with Alexander Campbell's

views as expressed in his 1845 series on slavery were now defending
his right to liberty and freedom of speech in Scotland.
was Gamaliel Bailey
Washington.

32

One of these

who had become editor of the National Era in

He stated that he still disagreed with Campbell's view

of the Bible and slavery but that the legal action taken against him
was indeed unfortunate.

33

As we have seen, Alexander Campbell had hoped to convince
the majority of the members of the Churches of Christ that the middle
view was the correct attitude concerning slavery.

However, neither

the events in Scotland nor the 1845 series of articles was able to
do this.

If anything, they produced a greater controversy among the

Disciples than there was when he had begun.

This was true especially

among the abolitionist members of the Restoration Movement.
Abolitionist
Of course, not all of the members of the Christian Church
agreed with these leaders in their middle-ground--stand on slavery.
An example of this opposition is seen in a series of articles which
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32 Gamaliel Bailey was an American antislavery advocate and
editor of the National Era, a weekly journal under auspices of American
and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society. This publication was also a
national organ of the Liberty Party.
33 Alexander Campbell, "My Imprisonment in Glasgow,"
Harbinger, V (3d Ser.), No. 3 (1848), 171.
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Walter Scott published during 1834 and 1835.

The author of these

articles was Nathaniel Field, an abolitionist member of the Christian
Church in Jeffersonville, Indiana.

Field advocated immediate emanci-

pation and felt that Scott was defending slavery and the South
because he did not do the same.

Field wanted Scott to use his

periodical as a tool to spread this doctrine to the South.

Since

Scott would not do so, Field condemned him as being proslavery.
Like most abolitionists of the time, Field believed that the Bible
clearly teaches that slavery is sinful; therefore, it should not
be placed in the area of opinion. 34

After permitting Field to

present his views in full, Scott again stated his opinion on the
slavery question and then ceased to print any more of Field's
articles.
In 1836 Field attacked Alexander Campbell because the
latter was not making slavery an important issue nor using his
. fl uence to d estroy it.
. 35
in

He felt that both Campbell and Scott

were defending slavery and helping to continue this greatest possible
evil.

However, one disciple was willing to defend Scott against

the attacks of Field.

This disciple admitted that he was in favor

of immediate abolishment of slavery, but he still believed that
the attacks made upon Scott by Field were totally unfounded.

He

was willing to let men such as Scott and Campbell have their own
views of the issue of slavery and act according to their convictions,
just as he and other abolitionists should be permitted to work
34
No. 10
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toward their goal of the immediate abolition of the institution of
slavery.

36
The abolitionists among the Disciples got some unexpected

help from William Lloyd Garrison, the leader of the New England
Anti-Slavery Society.

In April of 1836 he pictured Alexander Campbell

as a pious hypocrite because Campbell believed that the South had
some basis for holding its slaves.

In a political sense, Campbell

felt that the slaveholder had a right to the ill-gotten slaves as
much as the North had to the land it had forcibly taken from the
Indians.

He considered neither of the two actions good nor honest

but both technically legal because of the laws of the United States.
Needless to say, Garrison did not agree with this line of thinking
but saw Campbell as a money-hungry preacher who would say what his
hearers desired so that he would receive praise and support. 37
Although the majority of the abolitionists, both within the
Restoration Movement and outside it, were willing to condemn those
who would not take as strong a stand against slavery as their own,
some were less hostile,

An example of this friendship is seen in

the relationship of John T. Johnson

38

and James G. Birney, who had

been classmates at Transylvania College in Lexington, Kentucky.
36 Liberator, "Letter on Slavery,"
(1835), 36.
37

In·

The Evangelist, IV, No. 6

William Lloyd Garrison, The Liberator, VI, No. 18

(1836),

69.

38 Johnson was a leader of the Restoration in Kentucky and a
close worker with Alexander Campbell, Johnson served in the Kentucky
State Legislature and Congress between 1821-1825. After becoming
a member of the Christian Church he became an outstanding preacher
of the Gospel. His brother, Richard M. Johnson, was vice-president
under Martin Van Buren.

2!!
September of 183!!, Birney recorded in his diary that Johnson had told
him that he planned to free his slaves and to encourage others to
whom he might preach to do the same.

39

Johnson was still in favor

of the abolition of slavery but wrote Birney that he did not want
to do more than exchange periodicals because his political influence
would be damaged if he became strongly antislavery.

He felt that

he could retain this influence and do good for the Kingdom of God,
and he hoped to do this as long as he did not have to act against
the will of God.

40

Johnson was not willing to sacrifice his religious

influence in order to attempt to persuade a few slaveholders to free
their slaves.
Of the early Restoration leaders, Barton

w.

Stone was probably

the most active in expressing his an~islavery feeling.

Although he

was not a strong abolitionist, he wasJwilling to urge the ending of
slavery in·a stronger way than the other leaders we have mentioned.
Perhaps one reason for his attitude was that he moved in 183!! from
Kentucky to Jacksonville, ,Il·linois.

In 1835 he began the publication

of part of a tract which was issued.by the New England Anti-slavery
Convention.

Stone introduced the tract by saying that the subject

of slavery was the darkest cloud that hung over America and that if
. were not remove d it
. wo uld b urst in
. ruinous
.
d eso l ation.
.
!!l
it

Although

he was not living in the slaveless North, the majority of his readers
were still in the South.

Their reaction was so strong that he

39 nwight L. Dumond, ed., The Letters of James Gillespie Birney
1831-1857, (2 vols.; New York: D. Appleton-Century Co., 1938), I, 152.
!!Oibid., p. 303.
41

Barton W. Stone, 11 Address to the People of the United States
on Slavery, 11 Christian Messenger, IX, No. !! ( 1835), 82.
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published only the first portion of the tract.

He concluded this

effort by stating that he agreed with the sentiments of the tract
and felt that it had great value.

He continued by saying that because

of the activities of the ultra-abolitionists in the North and because
many patrons and friends in the South had been offended he would
. h'ing t h e tract.-42
stop publ is
Although Stone was taking an abolitionist stand as compared
to Campbell or Scott, he was not willing to risk the destruction of
the Church while fighting a crusade against slavery.
.not see a clear-cut solution to the problem.

Stone could

He had spent most of

his life among slaveholders and was not condemning them but their
institution.

This position removed him from the ultra-abolitionists

of the North and yet was one that the slaveholders of the South could
not comprehend.
The abolitionist portion of the Church developed very slowly
during the 1840 1 s.

This growth could be seen in a series of events

in the life of Samuel Rogers.

43

He had just returned to Clinton

County, Ohio, from a successful ministry in Missouri.

Rogers had

served in this area of Ohio before and was looking forward to a happy
ministry among friends.

These hopes were not fulfilled, however,

because of the effort of the new abolitionists.

Rogers' old friends

were unhappy because he had not preached the abolitionists' doctrine
of immediate emancipation in Missouri.
42
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sam~el Rogers was one of the early leaders of the Restoration
Movement in Kentucky and southern Ohio. He worked with Barton w.
Stone during the early years of the Restoration Movement.
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continued until 1844 when Rogers moved to Carlisle, Kentucky.

The

disciples in that part of Ohio would not fellowship a preacher who
did not have the same opinion on the slavery issue as they had. 44
By the 1850 1 s the Disciples had developed enough interest
in the slavery issue to produce some men who were strong in their
antislavery views.

As early as 1851, Alexander Campbell was receiving

some criticism for his refusal to condemn the slaveholder. 45

It

was not until 1854 that a journal was published by abolitionist
Disciples; the North-Western Christian Magazine was edited by John
Boggs.

In the first issue he stated that the purpose of the journal

was to advance "Primitive Christianity, Education, Temperance and
Universal Liberty."

Boggs continued by lamenting that there were

few co-laborers in the cause of abolition among the "brethren,"
and he pleaded for the "church" to act as one to show the "northern
apologists of slavery" that they had no following. 46

This last

comment was aimed at Campbell and the other disciples who had
attempted to remain in the middle of the slavery controversy.
John Boggs' sorrow at the lack of fellow-abolitionists was
short-lived as he received support from other disciples in the Midwest.
In December of 1854 he printed a letter from an Indiana reader stating
that the whole church at Hollingsburg, which totaled about one hundred
and fifty, had condemned Christians who held slaves. 47

Boggs also

44 Rogers, 189.
45 John Kirk, "Our Position on American Slavery,"
Harbinger, I ( 4th Ser .. ) , No. 1 ( 1851) , 49.
46
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47

John Boggs, "Salutatory,"
(1854), 3.
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James Polly, "Letter from Bro. Polly,"
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received some support from the other side of the Ohio River.

In

July of 1855 he received a letter from a Kentucky disciple with a
small donation for his work and some comments expressing sorrow over
the tragic effect of slavery. 48
The result of this polarization was that the abolitionists
who had been attacking the various leaders of the Church of Christ
began at this time to remove themselves from the mainstream of
the Restoration Movement.

This change is made apparent by a

notice published in the Cincinnati Gazette in April of 1857 which
announced the formation of a "new Church. 11

This congregation was

to be known as the Christian Church, but it was also an 'antislavery"
church and was to be located in Newport, Kentucky. 49

These men

were becoming more extreme in their teachings on the issue of
slavery and its place in the doctrine of the church.

They were

convinced that slavery was a sin against Goq and that they could not
fellowship men who would hold slaves.

The majority of the Christian

Churches did not accept this teaching and continued to support
those who followed the middle road in this controversy.

The move

away from the middle ground by the abolitionists came too late
in the slavery controversy to have much effect on the Restoration
Movement as a whole.

The effect of these developments will be

traced in a later chapter dealing with the activities of the Missionary
Society.
48

w.
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(1855), 17.
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Pro slavery
The proslavery view among disciples developed from the
indifference of the Southerners to the needs of the slaves and their
own closeness to the institution of slavery.

Very little was

published concerning slavery until the 1840 1 s, and then only brief
events that would help us to understand the Southerners' attitude
toward slavery.
In 1842 Thomas M. Allen, one of the leading ministers in
Central Missouri, tells of what he did to help some of the slaves
belonging to a family who lived near him.

Since the head of the

household had died, the estate was being sold.

Allen purchased

some of the slaves and returned them to the distressed family.

It

seems that Allen was much more concerned with the financial problems
of the slaveholder than with the possible difficulty of the slave. 50
Another example of the attitude of the Southerners can be
seen in the account of a trip which John Allen Gano made into the
deep South.

He was a minister and slaveholder in Central Kentucky

and also a close friend of Thomas Allen.

In Gano's opinion the

proslavery advocates were not being untruthful when they said that
the slaves were being treated well. 51
Although Allen and Gano practiced slavery, they did not
go to great lengths to praise it.

This could not be said of President

50

1etter, Thomas M. Allen to John A. Gano, January 19,
1842, University of Missouri, Western Historical Manuscripts
Collection, John Allen Gano family Papers, folder 20.
51

John Allen Gano, "News from the Churches , 11
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James Shannon of Bacon College.

52

Shannon was very strong in his

proslavery view and spent a large amount of his time presenting
Biblical arguments which he felt supported his view.
In 1849 he published an address on The Philosophy of Slavery
as Identified with the Philosophy of Human Happiness which reveals
his convictions.

He, like Alexander Campbell, believed that slavery

was permitted by the Bible; but, unlike Campbell, Shannon felt
that it was worth defending as good in the form in which it existed
in the southern part of the United States. 53
In 1850 Shannon became the president of the State University
of Missouri, where he continued to speak out in defense of slavery.
His willingness to express ~is views and the already troubled
political scene in Missouri made him the center of much controversy.
Although Missouri was strongly proslavery, Shannon's activities were
not generally approved.

Many felt that he was degrading his position

as a minister and university president by being so active in the
political affairs of the state. 54

They believed that he should not

be so vocal and that he was only dividing the state by discussing
his views.of slavery.

The Weekly Missouri Statesman reprinted a

comment about Shannon which had originated in the St. Louis press.
It stated:

"We have been for years proud to think that ministers

52

Bacon College was the first institution of higher education
under the Christian Church. It was founded in Georgetown but was
later moved to Harrodsburg, Kentucky.
53

James Shannon, The Philosophy of Slavery as Identified
with the Philosophy of Happiness (Frankfort, Kentucky: A. G. Hodge
& Co., 1849), p. i.
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of the Gospel in the West - unlike those of the Eastern states - have
stood aloof from party politics. 1155
This opinion was not limited to the politically motivated
press.

In August of 1855 Thomas M. Allen expressed the same feeling

when he said that Shannon was "chin-deep" in politics.

He observed

that this involvement must lead to Shannon's removal from the
presidency of the university, 56 which it did in 1856.
In a report from Springfield, Missouri, dated August 10,
1855, Shannon was criticized for his introduction of the question
of slavery into the annual meeting of the Christian Churches of
Missouri.

It was reported that the church building in Springfield

was packed and overflowing on Sunday, July 22, for Shannon's first
sermon.

This message did not deal with slavery, but it was announced

that Shannon would speak on the subject of slavery the following
Tuesday.

Because of the small crowd on Monday, the meeting was

adjourned; and though Shannon spoke on Tuesday, it was to a much
.
57
srna1 ler au d 1ence.
It would seem that the people of Springfield
were not interested in mixing politics with religion and were
trying to communicate this belief to Shannon.
A few months earlier in Chillicothe, Missouri, another
minister of the Christian Church was involved in a similar conflict.
David White, a Disciples' preacher from Pennsylvania, preached a
sermon on May 8, 1855, in which he expressed abolitionists' ideas.
55
· Weekly Missouri Statesman, XIII, No. 35, (1855), 2.
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The people of Chillicothe asked him to leave their city. 58

These

Missouri Christians thought that both James Shannon and David White
were guilty of a grave misuse of the position that they held as
ministers.

They considered the church a place where one studied

the Bible and not a place where one discussed the most recent
political question.
The last few years before the Civil War were quiet as far
as the slavery controversy within the Restoration Movement was
concerned.

Most of the major leaders and periodicals said little,

if anything, about the issue of slavery.

There were several reasons

for this silence, one of which was the age of Alexander Campbell.
He seemed to have lost his desire for the verbal combat of his
younger days, and those who took his place in the Millennial Harbinger
were not interested in entering the controversy.

Ca~pbell was also

discouraged with the events which were taking place and desired not
to add more fuel to the fires of conflict.

Another reason for the

silence was the opinion of most of the editors concerning political
affairs.

These men were not anti-political, but they did feel that

politics should be secondary to religion.

Therefore, when political

issues began to take preeminence over religious ones, many of the
leaders felt that the church was being lost in the political fervor
.

of t h e times.

59

Meanwhile, in 1858, financial difficulties forced

John Boggs to stop publishing the North-Western Christian Magazine,
58
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which helped to cool some of the abolitionist feeling among the
. . l es. 60
D1.sc1.p

Finally, as the possibility of war became more real

to the leaders of the Restoration Movement, they began to discuss
the question, "Should Christians go to war?"

This question took

the place of the slavery issue in many people's minds during the
early 1860's.
Neither the proslavery view of James Shannon nor the abolitionist view of John Boggs expressed the opinion of the majority
of the members of the Churches of Christ during the slavery controversy. ·There is little doubt that there were many different views
of slavery and how the Christian should deal with it.

However,

most of the disciples were willing to let slavery remain a matter
of opinion.

They felt that each individual Christian should decide

in his own mind how he should react during the controversy.
60 John Boggs did begin a new publication, the Christian
Luminary, but only a few issues of it are available. The other
periodical made little mention of his new p~blication.

CHAPTER THREE
IS COLONIZATION THE ANSWER?
A large majority of the leaders of the Restoration Movement
were at least mildly antislavery in viewpoint and hoped that something
could be done to end slavery in the United States.

Although a few

like John Boggs and those who supported the North-Western Christian
Magazine were strongly antislavery, the majority of the Disciples
attempted to stay on the middle ground during the slavery controversy.

However, during the 1820 1 s and 1830 1 s this moderate anti-

slavery view was common among the Disciples.

As we have observed,

this middle view became less and less popular as the controversy
became more heated.

The leaders of the Disciples, like many other

men of that time, could not see any way of solving the Negro proplem
in general or the slavery problem in particular.
During the first decade of the nineteenth century the idea
of colonization was gaining popularity.

The hope was to transport

the black people to Africa and thereby remove the social and
political problems that their presence created.

Of course, this

was an oversimplification of the plan for colonization, and there
were several questions that needed to be answered about the idea.
First, who was to be sent to Africa?
who were free?
this project?

All Negroes or only those

Secondly, who was to pay the tremendous cost of
The government, the Negro, the slave owner, or

perhaps a colonization society?

When the concept of colonization
33

34

first began to be discussed, the South had not yet committed itself
to defend the institution of slavery and almost all men felt that
slavery was undesirable.

Because of this mutual feeling concerning

slavery, both North and South could agree on the desirability of
.
.
1
co1 on1zat1.on.

In an attempt to solve the slavery and the Negro

problems, the American Colonization Society was organized in January
of 1817.

The stated purpose of the Society was to colonize "free"

people of color residing in the United States; it was not trying to
end slavery but to solve the plight of the free Negroes in the
United States.

2

One problem which was overlooked in these plans for
colonization was the attitude of the people they were planning to
return to Africa.

Many of the black men in the United States

considered themselves citizens and had no desire to be sent to an
unknown continent.

They had been born in the United States and

felt that they had a right to continue living in the land of their
birth.

3

The Society could have condoned the views of Judge St.

George Tucker of Virginia, which endorsed colonization, combined
with an active campaign by the government to make the lives of the
Negro population so miserable that they would be happy to flee the
"Land of the Free" for their native Africa. 4

However, the government

1 Early Lee Fox, The American Colonization Society, 1817-1840,
John Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Sciences,
Series XXXVII, No. 3 (Baltimore: The John Hopkins Press, 1919), p. 1.
2

Ibid., p. 47.

31ouis R. Mehlinger, "The Attitude of the Free Negro Toward
African Colonization," Journal of Negro History, I (1916), 277.
4 G. B. Stebbins, Facts and Opinions Touching the Real Origin,
Character, and Influence of the American Colonization Society (New
York: Negro University Press, 1969), p. 17.
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would not support such a plan, and it never became actively involved
in any form of colonization.

Even so, many of the advocates of

colonization wanted the government to finance the mass deportation
of free Negroes.

5

One of the major points of criticism of the Colonization
Society was that it was supported and continued by slaveholders
whose only goal was to deport the free Negroes so that their slaves
would not have the examples of free Negroes to encourage them to
desire freedom.

6

There is no doubt that some slaveholders did

support the Society for this reason, although other supporters of
the Society were humanitarians want~ng to end slavery.

They hoped

that some slaveholders w9.uld free thei~ slaves, knowing that the
slave would not be dependent upon soc_iety but that he would become
I

a part of a colony in a new land •. 'From'-the colonizationist point
of view,- this was the ideal situatiqn, though several facts kept it
from materializing.
The Restoration Movement was just deve:j.oping as the idea
of colonization.. became popular.

Although the leaders of the new

religious movement were interested in the problems of the world
around them, they were deeply involved in the new religious freedom
they had just discover'ed.

For this reason it was ten yea:r;-s after

the beginning of the Colonization Society before any major interest
in it developed among the Disciples.
Among the early leaders who showed interest in the colonization
movement were Barton W, Stone and Thomas M. Allen.

Both of these

5
Dwight Lowell Dumond, The·Crusade for Freedom in America
(Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 1961), p. 127.
6
· Ibid., pp. 127-28.
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men were living in the slave state of Kentucky, and in 1829 Stone
saw colonization as a means to end slavery and the deplorable
condition of the free Negroes.

7

The conditions of the Negro varied

from place to place, but nowhere did he have the opportunity of
the white man to gain financially or socially.

The living conditions

of the free Negro were also much worse than those of the white
man; but, to Stone, the slave's condition was exceedingly deplorable
because he did not have his freedom.

Therefore, Stone encouraged

all Christians to join the Colonization Society to show their interest
in removing the evil of slavery from the United States.

A very

similar view was expressed by Allen in a letter which Stone printed
in March of 1827.

Allen, writing as a leader in the Indian Creek

Church in northern Kentucky, felt that it was the Christian's
responsibility to join with others in this benevolent action.
However, he stated that it was not the Society's aim to compel
anyone to emancipate his slaves but to help gain funds to transport
•

•

free Negroes to Liberia.

8

These two leaders represented the different

views which men had of the Colonization Society and its ultimate
goals.

While Allen expressed the Society's purpose to colonize free

Negroes, Stone hoped that this effort would cause slaveholders to
free their slaves so that they could go to Liberia.

Stone was

much stronger in his antislavery views than most of the disciples,
and Allen continued to hold slaves even after he moved to Missouri.

7Barton W. Stone, "An Humble Address to Christians on the
Colonization of Free People of Color,"
No. 8 (1829), 199.

Christian Messenger, III

8
Thomas M. Allen, Christian Messenger, I, No. 6
57-63.

(1827),
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Stone was by far the strongest advocate of Colonization
among the Churches of Christ.

Among the circulars and other material

about the Colonization Society which Stone included in the Christian
Messenger was a lengthy speech delivered by John Rogers to a local
chapter of the Colonization Society.

Rogers, who was an active

Christian minister, encouraged his listeners to support the
Society so that both whites and blacks could enjoy the blessings
of the future, "the blacks in Africa, their own country, and the
whites in America. 11

He also presented another argument for colo-

nization as he saw a hope of Christianizing Africa through the colony
. 9
o f Li'b eria.

Stone's interest in colonization continued, and in

April of 1830 he was elected president of the Georgetown Colonization
• t
10
SOCJ.e
Y•

Alexander Campbell was also interested in colonization, and
he expressed his view in 1833.

His proposal for ending slavery in

the United States was to use excess federal revenue to colonize
all Negroes, whether free or slave.

Being opposed to slavery,

Campbell hoped that slavery would be removed from the United States
and saw colonization as a method to accomplish this goal.

It would

take a period of several years, and the slave owners would be
compensated for their financial losses.

Campbell would have the

owners not only provide for the immediate physical needs of the
slaves but also educate them so that they could provide for themselves
9

John Rogers, Christian Messenger, IV, No. 2

(1830),

57-63.

10

Barton W. Stone, "Georgetown Colonization Society,"
Christian Messenger, IV, No. 1 (1830), 63-64.
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society.

This plan for massive colonization was not

new with Campbell, for it had been expressed previously by others
and would be considered many times during the next thirty years. 12
By the third decade of the nineteenth century the American
Colonization Society was beginning to have internal difficulties.
Many ~outherners, who ten years earlier had been strong supporters
of the Society, were questioning whether the S_ociety was working in
the best interest of the South.

13

The antislavery movement in the

North was also attacking the Society.

These abolitionists felt that

the slaveholders were using the Society to colonize the free Negro
in a hope that their removal would cause the slaves to be more
content.

The attacks of the abolitionists and reported problems in

Liberia caused the free Negroes to turn against the idea:·of.

.

co l onization.

14

During the same years the Society also developed

financial problems.

All of these events prevented the Society from

increasing its meager activities, and even caused the Society to
decrease its efforts.

15

As these problems developed on the national scene, Barton
W. Stone wrote in the Christian Messenger that the free people of
.
.
.
.
.
. 16
color were at least b ecoming
interested
in
moving
to Liberia.

Two

11

Robert Richardson, Memoirs of Alexander Campbell, (2 vols.;
Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott & Co., 1868), II, 368. It should be
noted here that Alexander Campbell did practice this belief. He and
his wife inherited a few slaves whom they educated and freed.
12
14
16

stebbins, p. iv.

13 rox, p. 75.

Mehlinger, p. 295.

15

Barton W. Stone,

(1831), 236.

11

Notice,"

Fox, p. 1011.
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years later, in 1833, Stone wrote the national secretary Ralph R.
Gurley that he had received information from many parts of the South
. t e d Negroes were intereste
.
d in
. migrating
.
.
· 17
th a t emancipa
to Lib eria.
Stone asked Gurley when these free Negroes would be able to begin
their journey and stated that this was the answer to their dreams,
as African slavery was being ended by the work of the Society. 18
However, the work done by Stone was of little consequence.

As

the Society continued to be torn by problems from within and attacked
by the abolitionists from without, Stone saw his dream for the
Colonization Society fade away.
Although Barton W. Stone was becoming disillusioned with
the Society, others among the Disciples were still interested in
its work.

One of these was John Allen Gano, a friend of both Stone

and Thomas Allen.

Gano was elected secretary of a newly formed

Townsend Colonization Society in 1833. 19

He was an active Christian·

minister in central Kentucky and, like Allen, a plantation owner
and slaveholder.
The examples of Gano and Allen show only one part of the
Restoration Movement's attitude toward the Colonization Society;
a somewhat different attitude was manifested in the action of the
four Majors brothers.

They inherited a Kentucky plantation but

decided to sell their inheritance and move to the free state of
17

It should be noted that most of Stone's information would
have come from his readers. We would then conclude that most of
these were members of the Christian Church. Of course, this would
have been a small segment of the population of the South.
No. 3

18Barton W. Stone, "Liberia, 11
(1833), 63.
19

Christian Messenger, VII,

Letter, Thomas M. Allen to John A. Gano, John Allen Gano
Family Papers, Folder 117.

4-0

Illinois.

One of the brothers freed his slaves and paid their

. 20
passage to Li"b eria.

Another interesting example of one disciple's

interest in colonization was that of Emily Tubman, who freed her
slaves in 1844 and sent them to Liberia.

Among these former slaves

was the grandfather of William Vaccanaret Shadrach Tubman, who was
elected president of Liberia in 1943.

21

Emily Tubman became a

Christian as a result of the preaching of Alexander Campbell and, no
doubt, was influenced by his teachings on the subject of slavery.
These are only isolated examples of the attitude of the
Disciples toward the Colonization Society, but from them one can
draw some interesting conclusions.

First, the two major leaders of

the Restoration Movement, Stone and Campbell, were both interested
in colonizing the Negro with the goal of ending slavery.

While this

was not the goal of the Society, Stone and Campbell hoped to see
this goal reached through the activities of the Society.

When it

became obvious that the Society was not working for this goal, both
men lost most of their interest in it.

Secondly, other disciples

were interested in working toward the goals of the Society to
colonize the free Negro.

Examples of these were Allen and Gano.

Naturally, the Society allowed each individual to have his
own reason for supporting colonization, and there is no reason to
feel that many men were interested in anything other than the welfare
20

John D. Trefager, "Pioneer Disciples: William T. Majors,"
Discipliana, XXVII, No. 3 (1967). Nathaniel S. Haynes, History
of the Disciples of Christ in'Illirtois '1819-1914 (Cincinnati:
Standard Publishing Company), p. 655.
21

Edith Dean, Great Women of the Christian Faith
Harper 6 Brother Publishers, 1959), p. 181.

(New York:
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of the free Negro.

(Of course, one could spend many pages arguing

the question of whether the Negro was better off in Liberia than in
America, but at that time most Americans had little knowledge of
Liberia and the problems that one would face there.)

One would

conclude that those who freed their slaves and sent them to Liberia
were certainly concerned for their best interests and, no doubt,
felt that the Negro would be better off in Liberia than in the United
States.
We must conclude that there was little interest in the
Colonization Society among the members of the Churches of Christ.
One of the major reasons for this was the lack of discussion of
colonization in the periodicals of the Disciples.

Most of the

periodicals published letters from their readers on various subjects,
and the subject of colonization was seldom mentioned.

Only Stone

and Campbell made mention of the Society and then only occasionally.
These articles seemed to produce little interest from their readers.
If many of the readers had been interested in colonization, they
would have manifested it in this way.

When one considers that this

was the 183O 1 s and that most of the disciples were more interested
in religious problems than slavery, then perhaps the reason for the
apathy can be seen.
As the general public learned more of the limited success
and the internal difficulties of the American Colonization Society,
there was less interest in its goals.

The growing antislavery

movement also added to the difficulties of the Society because it
claimed the Society wa's only a "twin sister of slavery. 1122
22

Mehlinger, p. 295.

The

Society did not die quickly, but gradually over the next thirty
years.

When this death finally came, the accomplishments of the

Society in forty years of operation were not 'impressive.

It had

been able to send fewer than ten thousand Negroes to Liberia.
The major difficulty was that the financial needs were too great
and that the black people were not altogether interested in leaving
the United States.

Of course, these problems could have been

corrected if the people in both North and South had been willing
to support the Society.
One side effect which the colonization had on the Restoration
Movement came in the area of missionary activity.

David Burnet, a

nephew of Judge Jacob Burnet, who was active in the Colonization
Society in the 1840 1 s, acquired an interest in Africa from his
uncle.

He converted this interest into action as he encouraged

missionary endeavor in Africa by the Disciples.
23

Noel L. Keith, Story of D. S. Burnet
Bethany Press, 1954), p. 149.
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CHAPTER IV
MISSIONS AND SLAVERY
The great majority of the members of the Christian Church
felt that the extra-congregational organizations of the major
denominations were unscriptural and therefore wrong.

These disciples

believed that each congregation should have total control of its
own affairs and that no outside individual or group should be able
to dictate the actions of the congregation.

They saw these strong

ecclesiastical controls as the major reason for the lack of spiritual
interest in the religious world and believed that the Bible supported
only a congregational form of church government.

For this reason

the Churches of Christ did not have a strong bond between their local
congregations.

They were bound together by their common doctrines

and mutual respect for men like Campbell, Stone, and other leaders.
Even before the formal union of the Campbell and Stone
movements in 1832, the- idea of forming a missionary society was
taking shape.

However, the fear of ecclesiastical organizations

was also present; and most of the disciples did not favor their
formation.

As early as 1830, various societies were formed to

encourage evangelism within the different states.

These societies

grew in number during the next twenty years as more churches were
1
established.
Although these societies were voluntary in nature,
1

Eileen Gordon Vandegrift, "The Christian Missionary Society"
(unpublished M.A. thesis, Butler University, 1945), p. 13.
43
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many disciples still felt that they were evil.

David S. Burnet,

who was to become a leader in the American Christian Missionary
Society, held this view during the early 1840 1 s.

Burnet expressed

his displeasure in 1842 when he discovered that Alexander Campbell
had changed his view toward some form of national missionary organization.

Campbell was beginning to see the need for some cooperation

among the local congregations in areas such as missions and Bible
distribution. 2

It will be remembered that Campbell had been

instrumental in dissolving the Mahoning Association in 1830, but by
1842 he realized that the local congregations needed to work together.
Of course, there were some who still disagreed with any plan to form
a church organization no matter what the purpose of the organization
happened to be.

Even after the Missionary Society was formed in the

autumn of 1849, some of these objections were heard.
Nathaniel Field of Jeffersonville, Indiana.

One came from

He attacked the Society,

as well as Alexander Campbell and Walter Scott who were president
and vice-president, respectively, for rebuilding what they wanted
to destroy.

3

Field was making reference to the plea for union of

the people of God, and he felt that the Society only separated the
Christian Churches from any possibility of union with other groups.
This same fear of ecclesiastical organization was a major problem
among the Disciples of Christ in Ohio as well as in most of the other
states. 4
2

Noel L. Keith, The Story of D. S. Burnet
Bethany Press, 1954), p. 63.
3

Nathaniel Field, "Letter,"
I, No. 2 (1850), 114.
4 Keith, p. 146.
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Another recurring problem was that of slavery. 5

The conflict

over slavery could be seen in both the American Christian Bible
Society and the American Christian Missionary Society.

Many observers

felt that the Bible Society was full of abolitionists and the
Missionary Society was proslavery. 6

Yet, both societies were under

fire from those on the opposite side of the slavery question.

This

conflict can be seen as one Disciples' magazine attacked the Bible
Society in the spring of 1847, saying that the Society was being
one-sided in its attitude toward the slavery question. 7

In the

opinion of the editors of this southern periodical the Bible Society
was antislavery in its attitude.

This is but 'one example of the

controversy that developed concerning the slavery question and the
Bible Society.

Because the Missionary Society was known over a

wider area and its appeal was greater, the controversy that it
produced in connection with slavery was much greater as we shall
see below.
Although there were many who opposed the idea of having any
kind of ecclesiastical organization, some of the leaders of the
Restoration Movement met in Cincinnati, Ohio, on October 23, 1849,
to discuss the possibility of forming a national convention.

This

meeting first adopted the 'title of the "General Convention of the

6Rqbert 0. Fife, "Alexander Campbell and the Christian Church
in the Slavery Controversy" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Indiana
University, 1960), p. 222.
7Benjamin Franklin, "Remarks on a Speech to the American
Christian Bible Society, 11 The Western Reformer, V, No. 6 (1847),
377.
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Christian Churches of the United States of America. 118

However, due

to the strong feeling against extra-congregational bodies the name
was changed to the American Christian Missionary Society. 9

Those

who opposed any form of church organization had lost much of th_eir
influence and :'est in the fight against the American Bible Society,
which had been. in existence for several years.

Therefore, there

was only minor opposition to the formation of the Missionary
.
10
Soc1ety.

The p)lrpose of the Missionary Society was to send capable
individ~als to other parts of the world to preach Christ.

However,

observers at the first meeting of-the Society relt that the sole
purpose of forming the Society was to send Dr. James T. Barclay as.
a missionary to Jerusalem. 11

Barclay was a close friend of the

Campbells and was int,erested in mission work.

He was officially

appointed to this task on June. 11, 1850, and sailed with h_is family
for Jerusalem three months later. 12

The storm over this first mis-

sionary effort was· just beginning .. -Dr._ Barclay. owned a small farm
in Virginia and in 1840 had i_nherited _a family of_ sla':es.

At the

~

time of his appointment as a missionary to Jerusalem, he owned four
slaves to whom he offered freed~m -if 'they. would leave the state of
8Minutes of the General Convention of the Christian Churches
of the United States of America, October 23, 1849, p. 5.
9

Ibid., p. 22.-

lOWinfred Ernest Garrison, The Discipl,es of Christ
Christian Board of Publication, 1948), p. 248.
11

James DeForest Murch, Christians Only
Publishing Company, 1962), p. 149 . .
12
p. 38.

(St. Louis:
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Minutes of the American Christian Missionary Society, 1852,
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This family of slaves refused to leave the state;

consequently, Dr. Barclay persuaded John Tyler, an elder in the
Scottsville, Virginia, congregation, to purchase the slaves. 1 '+
During the next several years the North-Western Christian
Magazine continued to question the qualification of a slaveholder
to preach the gospel to anyone.

It should be noted that the Magazine

was not in existence during the time of the formation of the
Missionary Society.

However, when it did begin publication in

1851+, the qualification of Barclay was one of the first things that
it discussed.
The major difficulty centered around the question of the
sinfulness of slavery.

Barclay admitted that he had owned four

slaves and that he had sold them to John Tyler.

The leaders of

the Missionary Society could see nothing wrong with his actions
because he had been restricted by the laws of the Commonwealth of
Virginia.

This, however, was not the view of all of the members

of the Christian Church.
In February of 1855 the North-Western Christian Magazine
printed an article which had appeared in the December, 1851, issue
of the Christian Intelligencer. 15

This article contained correspondence

between John Kirk, an active antislavery disciple from Ohio,and Barclay
13

The Commonwealth of Virginia had a law which required all
slaves to leave the state within one year after gaining their freedom.
Kenneth M. Stampp, The Peculiar Institution (New York: Random
House, Inc., 1956), p. 232.
l'+J. S. Lamar, Memoirs of Isaac Errett, (2 vols.; Cincinnati:
Standard Publishing Company, 1893), I, 133.
15

The Christian Intelligencer was published in Scottsville,
Virginia. It will be remembered that Scottsville was the location
of Dr. Barclay's home congregation.
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and the elders of the Scottsville congregation.

Kirk wished to know

if Barclay had owned slaves before becoming a missionary and the way
in which he had disposed of them.

One could tell by the wording of

the letter that Kirk already knew the facts 16 and that he was hoping
only to use the information to condemn Barclay.
After Kirk had received his information, he presented it to
Isaac Errett, one of the leaders of the Ohio Missionary Society. 17
Kirk wanted Errett to support him in an attempt to persuade the Ohio
Missionary Society to stop support of both the American Christian
Missionary Society and Barclay. 18

The reply which Errett made to

Kirk is interesting when one considers the fact that Errett was
antislavery in his thinking; however, it does show the middle view
on the slavery issue.

Errett stated that he wished that the "whole

accursed system of American slavery [be] banished from our guilty
l an d •

,,19

However, the question which seemed to be present in

Errett 1 s mind was, "What else could Dr. Barclay do? 11

The four slaves

whom he had owned refused to accept their freedom; consequently,
Errett concluded that

11

this, then, is not involuntary servitude. 1120

Needless to say, the abolitionists in Ohio would not accept the
opinion which Errett expressed.

Kirk was not the only individual who

1611 American Christian Missionary Society and Slavery,"
Western Christian Magazine, I, No. 8 (1855), pp. 253-54.
17

society.

The Ohio Missionary Society was an independent state missionary
It was not subject to the national Society in any way.

18 Lamar, p. 134.
19

North-

Ibid., p. 135.

20 Ibid.
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attempted to persuade Errett to use his influence to make the Ohio
Missionary Society more antislavery.

Errett did not change his views

on the issue of Barclay and his slaves.

Although the Ohio Missionary

Convention did not accept the abolitionist viewpoint, the discussion
may have helped to develop a better understanding of the subject. 21
The reader should keep in mind that the American Christian
Missionary Society was small as compared with other o.rganizations.
For the first few years of its existence the Barclay mission to
Jerusalem was the only mission it supported.
The American Christian Missionary Society showed continued
growth from 1850 to 1855 in spite of the attack upon it by the
North-Western Christian Magazine and other abolitionists.

It will

be remembered that the Magazine did not begin publication until
the summer of 1854.

As one reads the criticism of the Society in

the Magazine, the impression is received that none of the disciples
in the North was interested in the Society and its support of the
Barclay mission in Jerusalem.

This was not true as could be seen

by a letter published by the North-Western Christian Magazine from
an Ohio member of the Society's board.

This disciple was very

critical of the Magazine's statements against the activities of
Barclay.

His letter and comments of other periodicals showed that

the Magazine was not expressing the general attitude of the churches. 22
When Barclay returned to the United States during the autumn
of 1856, the North-Western Christian Magazine demanded that he not
21 Ibid., p. 137.
22

w. M. Irwin, "Dr. Barclay and Slavery, 11 • North-'-Western
Christian Magazine, III, No. 6 (1856), 177.
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be sent again to Jerusalem as a missionary.

The same charges of

slaveholder and man-seller were brought against him; and John Boggs,
editor of the Magazine, stated that if Barclay were guilty of these
charges he should repent of his "past violations of the great
fundamental law of Christian morality."

Boggs continued to state

that if Barclay did not repent the Christians in the North would
certainly not cooperate with the Society in sustaining such a
.

.

mission.

23

Boggs' activities may have had some effect upon the income of
the Society during 1855 and 1856 since it decreased slightly. 24
However, in 1856 the Society did vote to return Barclay to the Mission
in Jerusalem as Boggs reported in the December, 1856, issue of the
North-Western Christian Magazine.

25

This decrease in financial

support was not permanent because the receipts for 1857 increased
considerably over those of 1856. 26 : . Since Dr. James· Barclay returned
to Jerusalem during the summer of 1858, it seems that the efforts
of the abolitionists to discredit him and his mission were unsuccessful;
however, they did delay his return to Jerusalem for a short time.
Although the abolitionist portion of the Disciples made it
appear as though the Missionary Society would support only proslavery
missionaries, this was far from the truth.
23

There were other missions

John Boggs, "Doctor Barclay's Slaves,"
Magazine, III, No. 6 (1856), 177.
24

North-Western Christian

Minutes of the American Christian Missionary Society, 1856,

p. 14.
25 John Boggs, "Doctor Barclay's Slaves," 177.
26
p. 25.

Minutes of the American Christian Missionary Society, 1857,
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which the Society supported that show a different side of the Society.
The first of these was an African mission in Liberia.

As early as

1852 the Board of Managers of the Society discussed the need for a
mission in the African colony of Liberia.

They wanted to send a

"colored brother" to work among his own people in the new country. 27
During April of 1853 the Green River Cooperation of Christian Churches
made arrangements to purchase and educate a Negro slave named
Alexander Cross.

Cross was already a capable speaker and well-versed

in the Scriptures, but it was felt that Enos Campbell should act as
his tutor to help him increase his knowledge of the Bible. 28 - In
October of the same year the Society received Cross as its missionary
to Liberia.

He sailed to Liberia on November 5, 1853; but, unfortunately,

he died a short time later in Liberia. 29
Negro preacher whom the Society supported.

Cross was not the only
Another, Samuel Lowen,

worked actively during the late 1850 1 s with the Negroes in western
Canada.
30

He had been educated by Tolbert Fanning of Nashville, Tennes-

see.

The Society also had a mission which the abolitionists supported
very strongly.

31

This mission was located in Jamaica with J. O.

Beardslee as the missionary.

Beardslee ~eft for Jamaica in January

of 1858 and continued his work under the American Christian Missionary
27 rbid., 1852, p. 42.
28
29
p. 39.

Minutes from the Church at Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
Minutes of the American Christian Missionary Society, 1853,

30rbid., 1860, p. 18.
31

Biographical File, Julius Oliver Beardslee, Disciples of
Christ Historical Society, Nashville, Tennessee.
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Society until after the Civil War.

His abolitionist view is seen

in a letter which Boggs published in the April, 1858, issue of the
Magazine, in which, Beardslee stated that he would prefer to "suffer
want and privation, rather than receive aid from those who hold their
fellow creatures in bondage. 1132

This strong statement loses part

of its meaning when one considers the fact that Beardslee continued
to receive support from the American Christian Missionary Society
even after the abolitionist Christian Missionary Society was formed
in the autumn of 1859.
Another field of controversy was the territory of Kansas,
and again, th~ problem was slavery.

The individual at the center

of this controversy was Pardee Butler, who had been active as an
antislavery advocate in the political disputes in Kansas during 1855
and 1856.

(These activities will be covered in detail in Chapter VI.)

In the March, 1857, issue of the Millennial Harbinger, Butler made
an appeal for domestic missions.

He observed that many Christians

came into the Kansas territory with no one to help them retain their
loyalty to Christ.

W. K. Pendleton, one of the editors of the Harbinger,

encouraged his readers to listen to Butler's advice and supply funds
for both foreign and domestic missions. 33

As stated, the Society's

income began to increase during 1857, the majority of which was from
southern slaveholding states. 34 · The corresponding secretary of the
32
No. 5

Tolbert Fanning, "Jamaica Mission,"
(1858), 149.

33

Gospel Advocate, IV,

Pardee Butler, "A Voice on Missions from Kansas, 11
Harbinger, II (6th Ser.), No. 5 (1857), 192.
34 Lamar, p. 216.

Millennial
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Missionary Society at that time, Isaac Errett, was antislavery, but
he did not want slavery to be an issue in the Church. 35

The request

by Butler for a mission in Kansas seemed to be answered when the 1858
convention discussed the need for a mission effort in Texas and
California as well as in Kansas. 36
On the surface it seemed that Butler should be the obvious
choice as a missionary to Kansas; however, this was not the case.
He was not only very strongly antislavery but also was very vocal
in expressing his views.

With this problem in mind, Isaac Errett

wrote Butler that the Society would be happy to support his effort
if he would refrain from public announcements on the issue of slavery. 37
The Christian Luminary, which superseded the North-Western Christian
Magazine in July of 1858, stated that the only thing that the
Missionary Society wanted to do to Butler was to gag him on the whole
subject of slavery. 38
This action regarding Kansas, coupled with the controversy
over Dr. James Barclay, caused the,antislavery members of the
Disciples to feel that the position of Isaac Errett and the Missionary
Society was strongly proslavery.

The abolitionists felt that the

slave states were running the Missionary Society and that they could
not work with an organization which was controlled by the "sinful"
slaveholders.

It was true that the majority of the Society's funds

came from the slave states, but it

was also true that a large

35 Ibid., p. 218.
36

Minutes of the American Christian Missionary Society, 1858,

p. 18.-

37

Lamar, p. 215.

38 Ibid., p. 217.
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proportion of the disciples lived in the slave states.

One would be

forced to disagree with the opinion of the abolitionists that their
neutral stand on slavery was caused by the strong financial support
from slave-holders.

As has already been stated, many of these men

had held their anti-interference view of slavery for years before
the Missionary Society was formed.
The prob~ems in the Society were growing larger as 1858
began.

In April of that year Isaac Errett wrote an article in the

North-Western Christian Magazine ·in which he expressed the views of
the Missionary Society on the slavery issue.

He stated that "the

society knows neitqer proslavery nor antislavery nor anything else
among men, save Jesus Christ and Him crucified. 1139

This was his way

of saying that the Society did not want to take sides in this
"political" issue and that it felt that every Christian should be
left free to hold his own opinion on the subject.

Errett stated

in reference to Beardslee that the Society did not care what his
view was concerning slavery.

The important point was that he was

pro-Christ and His Church. 40
The Society continued to show its interest in the mission of
Kansas.

However, due to Pardee Butler's strong antislavery views,

he was not chosen as the missionary.
the missionary in Kansas.

John O'Kane was chosen to be

He had been active in the Society from

.
. .
'
.
'
. 1849 . 41
its
very b eginning
an d h a d h e 1 pe d to write
its
cons t'itution
in
39

Isaac Errett, "The General Missionary Society,"
Christian Magazine, IV, No. 10 (1858).

North-Western

40 Ibid.
41

Biographical file, John O'Kane; Disciples of Christ Historical
Society, Nashville, Tennessee.
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Although O'Kane was strongly antislavery in his views, he was not
the leader that Butler was and did not demand the respect of the
abolitionists as Butler did.

O'Kane was to work on a part-time

basis in Kansas, but he did not report on his progress in 1859; 42
therefore, the Society appointed John I. Rogers to take his place
at Leavenworth, Kansas. 43
The division between the two parties in the Missionary Society
grew larger; and in the spring of 1859 John Boggs, Ovid Butler, and
Pardee Butler issued a call for a new missionary convention which
was held in Indianapolis, Indiana, on November 1, 1859.

44

This

North-West Christian Convention adopted the name Christian Missionary
Society during the first meeting.

45

The new society stated its purpose

as being very similar to that of the American Christian Missionary
Society; however, the difference can be seen in the requirements for
membership in the two societies.

They differed from each other only

in that the Christian Missionary Society required members to be
antislavery in their beliefs.

46

In the spring of 1860, the new Society selected Pardee Butler
as its missionary to work in the territory of Kansas.

47

The new

Missionary Society was no different from any other newly-formed
group in that it needed additional funds, and this financial problem
was never really solved. 48

Although Pardee Butler and others made

several fund-raising trips in the states of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
42 Minutes of the American Christian Missionary Society, 1859,
pp. 12-13.
43 Ibid., 1860, p. 22.

44 vandegrift, p. 34.

45 Ibid.; p. 52.

46 Ibid., p. 55.

47 Ibid., p. 67.

48 Ibid., p. 69.
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and Ohio, orily a small amount of money was raised.

The Society seemed

to have had very little popular support, as the lack of funds would
indicate.

It only attempted to support Pardee Butler's work in

Kansas and did not raise enough funds for him.
The Christian Missionary Society died a slow death during
the early years of the Civil War

49

since it lost its reason for

existing when the slavery issue was submerged in a war which neither
of the societies wanted.

The ten years of the existence of the

American Christian Missionary Society were very controversial ones
because many disciples placed the question of slavery above the
original goals of the Society.

This conflict created a small division

which came too late to be of much consequence.
To a great extent the difficulty in the Missionary Society
was only the surface of a much larger conflict.

This conflict dealt

with the question of the sinfulness of slavery.

This question will

be discussed in another chapter.
49 Ibid., p. 75.

CHAPTER V
EDUCATION AND SLAVERY
The slavery controversy produced problems in. other areas
besides the Missionary Society.
education.

One of these was the realm of

During this period Alexander Campbell was the leader in

the field of journalism, and he was also the Disciples' leading
educator,

He founded Bethany College in October of 1841 as a college

to train youth for the ministry.

By 1850 Bethany had become one

of the most influential colleges among the Disciples.
In 1850 a new Disciples' college, North-Western Christian
University, was opened in Indianapolis, Indiana.

1

Ovid Butler

was the leading supporter of this institution which was leaning
toward the abolitionists' viewpoint in the slavery controversy.
As might be expected, many of the young disciples were influenced
by the slavery controversy.

The abolitionists among the Disciples

condemned Bethany as a proslavery college and as a place unfit to
educate northern students.

These attacks affected the action of

young men who were deciding which college they wished to attend.
example of this can be seen in the action of James Garfield,

2

An

who in

1 ovid Butler was an important member of the Restoration Movement
in Indiana. He was active in that state's politics as well as b"eil_!g the
financial backbone of the North-Western Christian University.
2 James

A, Garfield, the twentieth president of the United States ,
was active in the Restoration Movement during the l.S50 1 s, He was
president of Eclectic Institute in Hiram, Ohio, from 1857 to 1861.
57

58
1854 decided not to go to Bethany College because of its proslavery
•

reputation.

3

The two colleges had some minor problems during the first few
years of the 1850 1 s.

However, most of them involved the personalities

of the leaders of the two institutions. 4

This controversy between

Bethany and North-Western Christian University was agitated by a
disturbance which took place at Bethany during the autumn semester
of 1855.
It began during the early part of November when some of the
members of one of the campus literary societies began a discussion
of slavery.

These students were admonished by the faculty that it

was unwise to introduce the slavery issue into a purely literary
society. 5

The following Sunday Phillip Burns, one of the students,

was scheduled to preach during the evening service at the Church in
Bethany.

When Alexander Campbell learned that Burns was planning to

deliver an antislavery speech, he informed Burns that the faculty
of Bethany College did not approve of the use of a church worship
service for political speeches. 6
3Harry James Brown and Frederick D. Williams, eds., The Diary
of James A. Garfield, (2 vols.; Lansfog: Mich.igan State University
Press, 1967), p. 248.
4 David Edwin Harrell, Jr., Quest for a Christian America
(Nashville, Tenn.: The Disciples of Christ Historical Society, 1966),
p. 112.
5110yd Goodnight and Dwight E. Stevenson, Home to Bethpage
(St. Louis: Christian Board of Publication, 1949), p. 151.
6Alexander Campbell, "Disturbance in Bethany College," Millennial
Harbinger, VI (4th Ser.), No. 1 (1856), 56. N. Dunshee, "Prof. Dunshee
and Bethany College," North-Western Christian Magazine, II, No. 10,
(1856), 293.
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When the address was delivered, the reaction on the part of
the southerners was calm and passive, while about twenty to thirty
of them left the building.
a small disturbance.
message.

Some of these remained outside causing

The majority of the audience listened to the

As Burns left, there was some talk of taking him to the

creek to baptize him into the new antislavery doctrine that he had
preached; but this action was not taken. 7
Eventually, Burns and nine other Bethany students left the
college as a result of Burns' sermon and the events that followed.
Of the ten students, five were expelled and five others left in
sympathy. 8

It is also interesting to note that only two of the ten

had been at Bethany for longer than the autumn semester of 1855.

9

Some of these students then enrolled in North-Western Christian
University at Indianapolis and in Western Reserve Eclectic Institute
of Hiram, Ohio.

Because both of these institutions were supported

by local congregations, Campbell felt that it was an insult to
Bethany College that they would accept those who had just been
expelled from Bethany. 10

The students who left Bethany College were

received as heroes and martyrs by the abolitionists of the Restoration
Movement.

North-Western Christian Magazine printed their side of the

story before anything appeared in the Millennial Harbinger concerning
7Alexander Campbell, "Disturbance in Bethany College," p. 57.
8 Ibid., pp. 58-59.
9

Phillip Burns, et. al. , "Disturbance at Bethany, Virginia,"
North-Western Christian Magazine, II, No. 7 (1856), 217.
10 Alexander Campbell, "Reported Troubles in Bethany College,"
Millennial Harbinger, VI (6th Ser.), No. 2 (1856), 115.
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the disturbance. 11

The only difference in the two sides of the story

was in the estimation of the degree of violence by the so-called mob
of Bethany students.
This conflict between the two colleges opened the door for
another minor controversy.

The key figure in this episode was John

Boggs, who had praised the expelled students for their agitation of
the problem at Bethany.

Boggs stated that he believed it was good

for all concerned for these students to bring the slavery question
to the forefront at Bethany since it caused the people to think upon
the subject and to attempt to solve the problem.

12

Boggs was certainly not expressing the consensus among the
Disciples when he stated this opinion.

One leader who disagreed

with him was Benjamin Franklin, who stated that silence was better
than any form of agitation.

He ·explained that any man could tear

down but only some were capable of building up and that, in his view,
the abolitionists were guilty of attempting to tear down the church
over the issue of slavery and were offering no solution for its
reconstruction. 13
Boggs' reply to these charges was based on the assumption
that slaveholding was a sin and, therefore, something to be corrected
by removal from the body of Christ.

Franklin reasoned that the church

should not be divided over an issue like stealing another man's
11

Ibid., p. 112.

12 M.

s. Clapp, "Letter to Alexander Campbell - No. l,"
Western Christian Magazine, II, No. 12 (1856), 356.
13 Benjamin Franklin, "Where is the Safe Ground?"
Christian Review, I, No. 2 (1856), 35-36.
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money.

The wrong should be corrected by preaching to the members,

telling them of their error, and helping them to change their lives. 14
After one removes the strong adjectives and personal attacks
from the articles written by Boggs and Franklin, one can see that
their views were very similar.

Franklin believed that slavery could

exist within the Church but that the master should treat the slave
like an equal in the Lord, that the master should educate the slave
in both secular and religious matters, and that the master should
provide for the needs of the slave.

Franklin admitted that slavery

in the South was not practiced according to the Bible. 15

Both men

hoped that the church would remove it from the South, but their methods
of procedure were different.

Boggs wanted the church to end slavery

by teaching that it was wrong; whereas, Franklin wanted it ended by
having the Christian slaveholder practice slavery as the Bible
teaches.

He believed that the equality which this method produced

would bring an end to slavery.

It is probable that either of these

methods might have ended the practice of slavery by church members.
This conflict over the need for agitation was no easier to
solve than the conflict over the discussion of slavery at Bethany
College.
discussed.

Of course, neither was resolved but simply was no longer
The difficulty at Bethany College lasted only a short

period of time but shows us some of the attitudes of the leaders of
the Restoration Movement.

The faculty at Bethany felt that the

church service was not the place to discuss an issue like slavery
and that the students of Bethany College should be willing to obey
14

John Boggs, "Elder B. Franklin and Slavery,"
Christian Magazine, II, No. 11 (1856), 337-38.

North-Western

15 Benjamin Franklin, "Where Is the Safe Ground?" p. 37.
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this restriction.

However, John Boggs and the other abolitionists

felt that one should take every opportunity to discuss the antislavery
view.

This difference in philosophy will also be seen as we discuss

the political activities of various disciples.

CHAPTER VI
POLITICS AND THE RESTORATION MOVEMENT
The members of the Christian Church, both in the North and
South, had a similar view of the place of politics in their religious
activities.

This view, although not universal, was that politics

and religion should be kept separate.

They were in the process of

discovering a new way of religious life, and to them their religious
development was far more important than the political affairs of the
time.
Of course, some did participate in the politics of their own
states.

The most prominent example is John T. Johnson of Kentucky

who served in Congress before becoming a Christian minister, but
after a religious experience lost interest in politics.

Alexander

Campbell always had an interest in political affairs but his
political activities were very limited and never interfered with
his work as a minister.

As early as 1829 Campbell hoped to see

the states of Kentucky and Virginia develop a plan to end slavery.
A great many of his followers lived in these two states and he
felt that he could help them see the wisdom of working for emancipation.

The first issue of the Millennial Harbinger carried

information concerning two hills that were then before the Kentucky
Legislature.

These proposed laws would emancipate slaves brought

into Kentucky and forbid the use of the jails for holding slaves for
63
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safekeeping.l

While Campbell hoped that this form of encouragement

would cause a large number of his followers in Kentucky to urge the
passage of the bills by the legislature, he was unable to accomplish
this goal.
Campbell was chosen a delegate to the Virginia Constitutional
Convention in l830.

He hoped that this convention would act to

remove slavery from the state of Virginia.

Campbell was not for

the immediate emancipation of all slaves, but he had a plan which
called for the use of the federal government's surplus funds to
reimburse slaveholders for the loss of their slaves.

The emancipation

would take place over an extended period of time as the slaves became
educated and acquired the training to work in a free society or to
2
"d"Af"
in
rica.
be co l onize

During the convention he learned that

many felt that this was not the time for action on the slavery issue.
Upon the advice of friends, he did not submit his proposal to the
convention.

Although Alexander Campbell· was involved in some political
activities at this time, they were still very limited.

He felt

that one should let religious affairs take precedence over political
affairs.

This separation of political and religious interests is

easily observed as one reads the Disciples' periodicals of these
early years.

Political events are mentioned only occasionally and

then, generally, as examples to show the need for religious guidance.
From them one would learn virtually nothing of the activities of
1

Alexander Campbell, "Kentucky Anti-Slavery, 11
Harbinger, I, No. l (l830), 36.
2Alexander Campbell, "The Crisis,"
III, No. 2 (l832), 88-93.
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Congress or the changes in the presidency.

The Texas revolution

and the Mexican War passed with little interest, as did most other
political affairs of the time.

They saw no need of discussing

politics in their articles, and their readers seldom wrote of politics
in their inquiries to the editors.
John Kirk of Newark, Ohio, wrote in the North-Western Christian
Magazine as late as 1855 that the majority of the people in his area
did not want to corrupt their minds with political affairs and
especially the slavery issue.

Kirk felt that both the ministers

and the laymen had this attitude, which John Boggs considered deplorable. 3
This non-political attitude was disappearing by the mid-fifties;
one can see the change developing during the 1840 1 s.

As ·early as

1845 when Alexander Campbell presented his series of articles on
slavery and then permitted a number of others to express their views,
Campbell announced that he would not allow the Harbinger to become
an organ to discuss at great length such subjects as slavery and
abolition.

He believed that these issues were political, and, when

they were taken out of the area of Biblical application, they had
4
. h"is p ubl"ication.
.
no place in

However, Campbell's 1849 "Tract to

the People of Kentucky" seems political in nature as he expressed
a desire that the Disciples in Kentucky act as one to help put an
end to slavery.

Since the state of Kentucky was preparing to write

a new constitution, Campbell recommended a plan similar to the one
3John Kirk, "Kingdom of the Clergy, 11
Magazine, II, No. 4 (1855), 119.

North-Western Christian

4 Alexander Campbell, "American Slavery, 11
binger, II (3rd Ser.), No. 8 (1845), 355.
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he had proposed in 1830.

He called for some method that would

produce the gradual emancipation of slaves because he believed that
this plan would help both the Negro and the white to improve their
social and intellectual position.

He still did not condemn slavery

as a sin against God, but stated that he felt that man could not
operate the institution of slavery according to the law of God. 5
Campbell had two major reasons for speaking out on the issue
of slavery in the state of Kentucky.

First, the Disciples of Christ

was one of the leading religious slaveholding groups in Kentucky.

6

Secondly, because of this face he hoped that disciples would become
leaders in the drive to remove slavery from the state through this
political method.

Campbell probably overestimated his influence as

he asked his followers in Kentucky to act to end slavery.
The reaction among his readers was quick and vigorous.
asked Campbell to stay in Virginia and mind his own business.

One
This

disciple felt that Campbell had overstepped his authority and that
he should leave the slavery question in the area of opinion where
it belonged.

7

The same view was expressed by Iverson I.Brookes, a

Baptist clergyman, who wrote a very harsh evaluation of Campbell's
5

Alexander Campbell, 11 A Tract for the People of Kentucky,"
Millennial Harbinger, VI (3rd.Ser.), No. 5 (1849), 241-52.
6

Garrison and DeGroot, The Disciples of Christ, p. 468,
reports that the Disciples on a per capita basis were the leading
slaveholding religious body in the. United States. David Edwin
Harrell, Jr., Quest for a Christian America, p. 93, states that
"The Eleventh Annual Report of the American and Foreign AntiSlavery Society noted that in 1851 the Disciples owned 101,000
slaves, making them third behind the Baptists and Methodists."
7Abraham Smith, "Letter from Brother Smith,"
Harbinger, VI (3rd Ser.), No. 7 (1849), 413.
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tract under the name of

II

A Southern Clergyman. 11 8

Alexander Campbell,

although never changing his own views, had been accused in the span
of £our years of being a proslavery advocate and an antislavery
radical, simply by expressing his views with a different goal in
mind.

In 1845, he was hoping to help the North see that slavery

was not sinful, and in 1849, he was hoping to help the people of
Kentucky understand that slavery was not expedient and that at
times it could be practiced in an unchristian manner.
The 1850's brought a greater interest in politics.

Three

major fields of controversy among the Disciples were the Fugitive
Slave Laws, the activities of Pardee Butler in Kansas, and the
attitude of a Christian toward war. 9

The advent of the North-Western

Christian Magazine in 1854 only added a new dimension to the situation.
This periodical's policy was the opposite of the other publicat~ons
by the Disciples in that it was willing to print any political
material on the most controversial subject of the time - slavery.
The writers in the Magazine felt that Christians should enter into
political discussion on the slavery issue as abolitionists.

They

also condemned anyone who disagreed with them on this point, which
included the majority of the writers of the other publications.
The year of 1856 brought some debate over the presidential
election.

However, this discussion was not on the issue of candidates

and parties, but on the position that the true Christian should take
8A Southern Clergyman, A Defense of Southern Slavery Against
the Attacks·of Alexander Campbell and Henry·c1ay (Hamburg, South
Carolina: Printed by Robinson and Carlisle, 1851), pp. 26-46.
9we will discuss these three areas in greater detail later
in this chapter.
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in such debates.

None of the leaders of the Disciples believed

that it was wrong for the Christian to be interested in his country
or to take an active part in political affairs.

They felt that

these things had an important place in the life of a Christian
citizen.

The problem was that many seemed to be placing political

affairs before the work of God.

Benjamin F1'.'anklin showed this

concern when he stated in August of 1856 that many were forsaking
.
10
God ' s wor d f or po 1·itics.

Franklin, like many of the disciples, was again in the middle
of the controversy.

The campaigns between slavery and freedom and

between Democrat and Republican were being inserted into the Church.
Ministers on both sides of the questions became leaders who were
dividing the Church.

Franklin accused them of letting the presidential

campaign take priority over the work of Christ and stated that the
ministers were going so far as to let the pulpit become a place to
preach politics rather than Christ. 11Examples of both extremes can
be found, as one disciple wrote in the April, 1856, edition of the
North-Western Christian Magazine that the crisis was at hand and
challenged all preachers to stand against the evil of slavery.

12

This willingness to become involved in politics is manifest as a
reporter for the Cleveland Daily Plain Dealer described a speech
by a Disciples' minister, "as one of the most powerful lectures
l0B en Jamin
. . F1'.'anklin, "Politics and Religion,"
Christian Review, I, No. 8 (1856), 246,

12 J. J. M. Dickey, "The Crisis,"
Magazine, II, No. 10 (1856), 305.
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upon the political state of the country, that we ever listened
to."13
Those on the proslavery side of the question were not without
their champions.

Probably the most outspoken proslavery disciple

was James Shannon, who, as president of the State University of
Missouri, was well known throughout the state and the entire South
as a strong proslavery advocate.

During the six years that he

spent as president of the University, he was involved in both preaching
and politics.

This constant involvement in the slavery controversy

proved to be the undoing of Shannon.

The people of Missouri felt

that his position as president of a state university and as a minister
placed him above party politics and the slavery controversy. 14

One

reporter went so far as to state that Shannon was trying to destroy
the Union with his strong proslavery stand.

15

The various speaking engagements of President Shannon did
not place him in the most favorable position in the eyes of the
public.

It will be remembered that his great interest in slavery

had caused the abrupt conclusion of the Missouri State Christian
Convention.

His willingness to express his convictions placed

him in the middle of the political stage, leading to his being
attacked by both sides of the political spectrum.

One of the news-

papers in Columbis, Missouri, where the University is located,
13 c1eveland Daily Plain Dealer, September 18, 1856, p. 2.
14John Waldo Connaway, Western Manuscripts Collection,
University of Missouri, Folder 67.
15weekly Missouri Statesman, September 14, 1855, p. 1.
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carried many articles about Shannon and his political activities,
which led eventually to his dismissal from the University in 1856.

16

Since the 1850 1 s did produce much political activity among
the members of the Christian Church, some felt that there was too
much emphasis in this area.

We have already mentioned the attitudes

of editors, such as Benjamin Franklin and Alexander Campbell, but
others showed a similar feeling against the over-emphasis of abolitionism.
In March, 1857, the North-Western Christian Magazine published two
letters from readers in Ladoga, Indiana, who stated that there was
.
17
too much antislavery material in the Magazine.

No doubt these

men did not express the majority view of the readers of the Magazine,
but they did reflect the attitude of the Disciples.
For the Disciples of Christ the decade of the 1850's proved
to be the most crucial.

Political attitudes began to spill over

into the religious area and in many places they became totally
integrated.
Fugitive Slave Laws
The Compromise of 1850 brought a conflict over the Fugitive
Slave Laws.

While these provided slaveholders greater opportunities

to apprehend fugitive slaves, most northerners viewed these laws as
very distasteful.

Northerners felt that th~y were being required

to help capture runaway slaves whom they would prefer to help escape.
1611 ttouse in General Assembly,"
November 30, 1855, p. 2.

Weekly Missouri Statesman,

17 North-Western Christian Magazine, III, No,
275.

9

(1857),
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Campbell was willing to discuss this issue occasionally in
the pages of the Millennial Harbinger.

Although the main topic of

discussion was the new laws, the question actually centered around
a discussion of the Biblical argument concerning slavery.

Campbell

supported the Fugitive Slave Laws as constitutional and not disagreeing
with the Word of God.

He felt that Christians had a responsibility

to uphold the law of the land and the law in this case required
the Christian to return runaway slaves.

He used the teachings of

. point.
.
18
b oth Paul an d Peter to prove tis
h

He stated further that

the Bible teaches that a slave should not run away from his master,
whether he were good or evil.

The Christian slave was to honor his

master and thereby show his Christianity.

The Fugitive Slave Laws

required the nonslaveholding Christian to respect the right of the
. saves.
l
19
master to h 1s

Needless to say, the abolitionist North did not like Campbell's
view.

Several individuals and congregations wrote the Harbinger

to express their ideas on the new federal laws.

The majority of the

letters that were published.were against the view that Campbell
originally expressed.

One congregation in Michigan sent a nine-point

resolution that it had passed upholding its right to oppose the
Fugitive Slave Laws because it was responsible to a "higher law" than
that which Congress had passed. 20
18

This congregation's response to

Romans 13:3; I Peter 2:13-14.

19 Alexander Campbell, "The Fugitive Slave Law,"
Harbinger, I, (4th"Ser<'.)", Jfo. ·l;.(1851), 27.
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20 Alexander Campbell, "Slavery and the Fugitive Slave Law,"
Millennial Harbinger, I, (4th Ser.), No. 3 (1851), 171.
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the new laws met with the approval of some of the foremost Disciples'
leaders in the North, such as Isaac Errett and Ovid Butler, the
latter being one of the financial leaders of North-Western Christian
University.

Butler stated that he had hoped that Campbell would

leave the controversy to others. 21
In a short series of articles in the Harbinger, Campbell and
Errett exchanged views on the new Fugitive Slave Laws.

Errett felt

that the Christian should not return a runaway slave to the South,
but should help the fugitive gain freedom at the risk of losing his
own.

Campbell remained firm in his stand that the Christian should

uphold the law because it did not contradict the principles of
·22

Christ.

In concluding the controversy Campbell stated again that

he was opposed to slavery, but was not an abolitionist.

He stated

further that he would not go to one extreme or the other in the
slavery controversy, but would remain on the middle ground where the
solution to the problem could be found. 23

The Harbinger was the only

church publication that devoted much space to this question, and its
discussion was under the control of Alexander Campbell who followed
his policy of discussing only the religious side of the issue.

He

did not let the discussion move into the political area of the
controversy.
It will be remembered that the North-Western Christian Magazine
was still nearly three years away from its first appearance when
21

Alexander Campbell, "Slavery and the Fugitive Slave Law.- No. V,"
Millennial Harbinger, I, (11th Ser.), No. 8 (1851), ll25.
22 Alexander Campbell, "The Fugitive Slave Law - Once More, 11
Millennial Harbinger, I, (llth Ser.), No. 11 (1851), 631,
23 Ibid.
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Campbell desired to end discussion of the Fugitive Slave Laws.

However,

in the fall of 1857, one writer in the Magazine attacked Campbell's
views on the laws.

He said little that was new in this article, and

in some ways it was more like a personal attack upon the character
of Campbell than a discussion of the issue. 24

It is interesting to

note that a year later another disciple, Attorney-General Jeremiah
Black, gave arguments similar to those of campbell in support of the
Fugitive Slave Laws before the United States Supreme Court. 25
Pardee Butler in Kansas
The next political controversy that involved the Christian
Church was an outgrowth of the Compromise of 1850.

One part of

the Compromise opened the way for the concept of popular sovereignty
in New Mexico and Utah.

It took only a few years, with the aid of

Stephen A. Douglas of Illinois, for this principle to be transferred
to the territories of Kansas and Nebraska.

In 1854 Congress passed

the Kansas-Nebraska Act which caused additional contention concerning
the slavery issue.

The controversy over the existence of slavery

in Kansas is well known.

It was a very violent time in that territory

and many wrongs were committed by both sides.
The central figure of our discussion is a Church of Christ
minister by the name of Pardee Butler. 26
24

He moved to Kansas in the

M. S. Clapp, "Letter to Alexander Campbell - No. 14, 11
Western Christian Magazine, IV, No. 3 (1857), 70.

North-

25

December Term 1858, Report of Cases Argued and Adjudged in
the Supreme Court of the United States by Benjamin C. Howard, (New
York: The Banks Law Publishing Co., 1910).
26 His dealings with the Christian Missionary Society have
already been discussed. Butler grew up in the Western Reserve area of
Ohio and was converted through the teachings of Alexander Campbell. He
spent several years preaching in the North before he moved to Kansas.
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spring of 1855 and bought a claim in Atchison County.

At that time

the issue of free-soil versus slave-soil was beginning to be the
all-encompassing controversy in Kansas.

Butler viewed himself as

a preacher in a new land who was striving to form a congregation.
He ,was not an outspoken abolitionist, though he did have strong
antislavery views and was willing to stand up for what he believed.

27

His first difficulty came on August 17, 1855, in Atchison,
Kansas, which was a center of strong proslavery territory and where
Butler did most of his business.

Like most controversial incidents,

there were two different accounts of the events that led to Butler's
short ride down the Missouri River on a make-shift raft.

Butler

claimed that he was only caring for his business affairs and that
when he was asked his views on slavery, he expressed them briefly. 28
The Squatter Sovereign of Atchison stated that Butler spent the
better part of one day agitating the people on the issue of slavery.
The proslavery majority of Atchison then asked Butler to change his
views, which he would not do.

They placed him on a poorly constructed

raft and sent him down the Missouri River.

The Sovereign stated

that this was the medicine all antislavery men would receive in
Atchison, and if it did not cure the problem, then a piece of Missouri
.

rope woul d cure it.

29

Butler did not return to Atchison immediately, but continued
east to attempt to raise funds for his missionary efforts.

During

27 Rosetta B. Hastings, Personal Recollection of Pardee Butler
(Cincinnati: The Standard Publishing Co., 1889), p. 45.
28 Ibid., p. 106.
2911 Great Excitement in Atchison - An Abolitionist Preacher
Shipped on a Raft," Squatter Sovereign, August 21, 1855, p. 2.
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this interlude in Illinois, he spoke many times concerning his missionary work and the difficulties that he encountered.

As would be

expected, he received a mixed reception, depending upon his hearers'
attitude toward slavery.

He made several trips from Kansas to Illinois

and Indiana during the next year and each time the reception was
. ·1ar. 30
s1m1.

The next confrontation between Butler and the proslavery men
of Atchison came on April 30, 1856.

As Butler returned again to

Atchison on business, he was attacked by a mob led by Robert S.
Kelley, co-editor of the Squatter Sovereign.
of the mob was to hang Butler.

The first reaction

However, after a mock trial and

some discussion, they decided to tar and feather him and send him
on his way.

This they did, but because of the lack of feathers,

cotton was used.

31

Butler survived this ordeal and remained active

in the political affairs of Kansas.
As the heat over the events in Kansas grew, Butler proved
that he was not a violent individual.

The condition in Kansas was

deteriorating in the spring of 1856, especially after the burning
of the free-soil town of Lawrence and the fiery reaction of John
Brown and his raiders.

At a Free-Soil Party Convention in Lawrence

on July 4, 1856, Butler proposed that the Convention not resist
the United States troops that had occupied the town.

The commander

of the troops had ordered the Convention to cease its meetings.
3011
Public Meeting,"
June 7, 1856, p. 3.

The Daily Whig

3111 1etter from Bro. Butler,"
May 19, 1856, p. 2.

(Quincy, Illinois),

The Daily Whig

(Quincy, Illinois),
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Butler's resolution was accepted, and at this point violence was
avo1"d ed. 32

These political activities on the part of Pardee Butler
involved him in controversy among the Disciples and others.

On

one of his visits to Illinois in November of 1856, just prior to
the election, a Democratic newspaper in Quincy discussed him with
great disfavor,

It stated that he was being greeted with all the

scorn and contempt that a man of his character deserved. 33
However, the North-Western Christian Magazine published a
circular from one Ohio congregation that praised Butler's efforts
and asked others to help him as we11. 34

Of course, Butler did not

regard his role in the Kansas affair as wrong, but the simple case
of a Christian man standing up for his rights and beliefs.

These

activities did cost him the support of the American Christian Missionary Society and of the leaders of most of the moderate magazines
of the Disciples.

Although Butler was opposed to slavery, he did

not consider himself an extremist.

He mentioned another minister

whom he described as a ,;Blacker Abolitionist" than himself. 35

Butler

viewed himself as a minister who was only expressing his opinion on
a political issue.

But, in the political climate of Kansas it was

32 ttastings, p. 131.
33

The Quincy Herald,

(Quincy, Illinois), November 3, 1856,

p. 3.

3411 circular,"
(1857), 207.

North-Western Christian·Magazine, III, No. 7

35 Robert O. Fife, 11 Alexander Campbell and the ·Christian Church
in the Slavery Controversy," (unpublished Ph.D. '.J:'hesis, Indiana
University, 1960), p. 245.
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impossible for an antislavery spokesman to voice his views on slavery
and not be in some trouble.
A Christian Attitude Toward War
Among the Disciples the slavery issue was submerged slowly
in the question of a Christian's participation in war.

The division

of opinion differed from that which we have previously discussed
in that the question of war involved the question of support for the
.
36
government or t h e Union.

Many of those who supported the Union

were against war because they believed that war would destroy the
unity of the country.

Most of the older leaders.of the Disciples

were among those who were strong in their support of the Union, but
against war.
Smith.

Two men in this category are Walter Scott and John

On April 16, 1860, in a letter from Scott to Smith, this fear

of dissolving the Union was expressed by Scott. 37

In January of

the next year Scott demonstrated the same concern for the Union in
a short sermon that he delivered at the May's Lick Church on the
subject of the state of the Union.

He concluded by asking the brethren

to pray for the United States. 38
36

The question of the Bible's position on war and of a Christian's
responsibility as a citizen is complex. However, we will explain some of
these problems here. I Peter 2:13-14 states that a Christian should
respect and obey.the government when it does not ask him to violate
Christian principles. This places the Christian in the position to determine whether his obedience of the government requires him to go to war.
Again the matter of opinion is important. Many antislavery men did not
want a war to settle the question of slavery. They believed that both war
and slavery were wrong. This is the dilemma that we are discussing.
37

walter Scott, Biographical File, Disciples of Christ Historical
Society, Nashville, Tennessee.
38

From May's Lick, Kentucky, Church Record, kept by Walter Small,
January 27, 1861, from Walter Scott, Biographical File, Disciples of
Christ Historical Society, Nashville, Tennessee.
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Alexander Campbell was also a strong supporter of the Union
but opposed the war.

His anti-war views date back to the 1840 1 s and

the conflict with Mexico.

At that time he stated that he felt it

was wrong for Christians to go to war for any cause. 39

By the time

the Civil War began, however, Campbell was in failing health and
said little concerning the subject of the war. 40

Even some of those

who were very strong in their antislavery views were disturbed by
the coming of the war.

One of these was John O'Kane, who had worked

actively in support of North-Western Christian University.

However,

when the war came he moved from Missouri to Illinois to escape it. 41
One of the few united efforts against the war came from a
group of ministers in the state of Missouri.

They were led by J. W.

McGarvey, who was destined to become one of the post-war leaders of
the Church of Christ.

This Missouri minister published a circular

which opposed division in the church and supported the cause of peace.
Fourteen men signed the circular which was published in the Harbinger
in October of 1861.

42

The men who supported both the Union and peace were in a
minority during the early 1860 1 s.

The passion of the times led men

toward war in both the North and South.

Although their fathers were

39 Alexander Campbell, "War - No. 1, 11
III, (3rd Ser.), No, 11 (1846), 638-42.
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J. H, Garrison, The Reformation of the Nineteenth Century
(St. Louis: Christian Publishing Company, 1901), pp. 170-71.
41

John O'Kane, Biographical File, Disciples of Christ Historical
Society, Nashville, Tennessee.
4211 circular from Preachers in Missouri, 11
IV, (5th Ser.), No. 10 (1861), 583-84.
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against war, the sons of both Alexander Campbell and Barton W. Stone
fought for the South,

43

while other men like James A. Garfield, who

had once been a pacifist, led a regiment for the North.

The majority

of Garfield's men were from the Churches of Christ and the Churchsupported college in Hiram, Ohio.

44

Isaac Errett also supported the

war and was a chaplain in the Union army, whereas Thomas

w.

Caskey,

a Texas Christian who wore the Grey, was known as the fighting
parson.

45

Caskey was a strong advocate of secession and in the

spring of 1861, while living in Mississippi, traveled with the
state Attorney-General in an effort to convince the state to secede
from the Union.

46

During the same time, J. H. Ga~rison, a Christian minister
in Frankfort, Kentucky, claimed partial credit for keeping Kentucky
in the Union.

While the Kentucky State Legislature was discussing

the plan for armed neutrality during the Civil War, Garrison preached
a sermon on the "Duty of Christians in the Present Crisis" which he
felt swayed the disciples in the Legislature against the plan.
believed that this message kept Kentucky in the Union. 47

He

Also another

disciple who was active in support of the Union was Secretary of State
43

James Deforest Murch, Christians Only· (Cincinnati:
Standard Publishing Company, 1962), p. 152.
44 Alanson Wilcox, Disciples of Christ in Ohio
The Standard Publishing Company, 1918), p. 115.

The

(Cincinnati:

45 Murch , p. 15 2.
46 James W. Silver, Confederate Morale and Church Propaganda
(New York: W.W. 'Norton & Co., Inc., 1957), p. 17. John K. Bettersworth, Confederate Mississippi (Baton Rouge: n.p., 1943), p. 285.
47Garrison, pp. 168-70.
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Jeremiah. S; Black, who led the pro-union portion of President
Buchanan's Cabinet. 48
The summer of 1861 produced several articles dealing with
the question of a Christian's responsibility during the present
crisis.

The Christian Pioneer of Lindley, Missouri, carried a

short series of these articles.

Its editor favored peace and believed

that a Christian should only go to war if he were forced to do so by
the government. 49

This view was not acceptable to all, and many

wrote to express their opinions on the issue.

Finally, in the

October, 1861, issue, it was announced that no further discussion
of the subject would be published.so
Although the members of the Church of Christ held a variety
of views on the question of war, as they did on the slavery issue,
they did not abandon hope for union among the brethren.

That hope

is reflected in a letter from Thomas Allen to John Gano, which
states that the "Brethren, although differing in opinion, are thus
far united and the most of the preachers are active and zealously
working to good effect:

If we can only remain united during this

. . "51
terr1"bl e crisis.

Black

48 Mary Black
Clayton, Reminiscences of Jeremiah Sullivan
(St. Louis: Christian Publishing Company, 1887), p. 113.
49

J. R. Howard, "Duty of the Christian at the Present Crisis,"
The Christian Pioneer, I, No. 1 (1861), 16.
50 J. R. Howard, "Note on the War Question," The Christian
Pioneer, I, No. 5 (1861), 240.
51 Letter, Thomas M. Allen to John A. Gano, Sept. 19, 1961,
John Allen Gano Family Papers, Folder 38.
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As is often the case, the peace-loving men were greatly
outnumbered by those who, for one reason or another, felt that
war was necessary.

While the Church of Christ had many men who

fought on both sides in the Civil War, the question of whether it
was right for them to go to war could never be decided.

No consensus

was possible since the Church of Christ, both in the North and
South, had no organization which could speak for it.

Of course,

it is safe to assume that if it had had such an organization, it
could not have spoken for all of its members, but its decision
would have only caused disunion and division.
One of the main themes of the Restoration Movement was
that Christians had the right to their own opinions on matters
wherein the Bible does not give definite commands.
of war and slavery fell into this category.

Both the issue

This willingness to

grant others their right of opinion helped to keep the Restoration
Movement united during the Civil War.

The political issue that

we have discussed and the individuals that were involved were
those who were.strongly interested in the issues and who were
willing to get involved in the controversies just prior to the
Civil War.

These individuals could not speak for all of the

Disciples in the United States.

Because of the variety of opinions

concerning slavery and war, no single view was held by a majority
of the Disciples.

CHAPTER VII
THE BIBLE AND SLAVERY
One of the major points of controversy concerning the issue
of slavery among the Disciples was whether slavery was sinful.

We

will be discussing this question and its relationship to the freedom
of opinion that the Disciples cherished so highly.

Generally speaking,

the majority of the Disciples, both in the North and South, felt that
slavery was not an issue which should divide the people of God.

They

saw the slavery issue as a matter of opinion, because the Bible did
not expressly sanction or condemn it.

Of course, as we have seen,

there were some who disagreed violently with this statement.

Benjamin

Franklin expressed this middle view in The American Christian Review
in 1856.
One of the most sublime evidences that Christianity
is from God, is ·found in the fact of the non-interfering
spirit with any of the secular institutions, civil governments and administrations of any country of the world,
whether good or bad. Our mission is to preach Christ,
Christianity, and to disentangle it from all connections
with these side-artifices (i.e., slavery and antislavery)
devised to draw men away from the Lord.
_ Most of the disciples wanted to practice what they had been
preaching concerning their acceptance of the Word of God as their
only faith and practice.

This belief caused them to have contempt

for anyone who would dare to place his interpretation on the issue
1

Benjamin Franklin, The American Christian Review, I, No. 8
(1856), 244.
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of slavery above his willingness to accept the commands of God.

An

example is noted in a comment which Benjamin Franklin made in 1847
concerning an article in a local newspaper.

The author was not a

Christian, but he stated that he would reject Christianity in a
moment if it should sanction slavery.

Franklin stated that this

unwillingness to accept the will of God is worse than slavery could
ever be. 2

It should be noted that the Disciples' leaders were much

more interested in spiritual than secular matters.

They viewed

the slavery controversy as a political issue which was only secondary
when placed beside the value of salvation.

They believed the Bible

and were attempting to follow it as close as possible.
The problem, of course, was in determining what the Bible
says on the issue of slavery.

Unfortunately, this seemed to be an

unanswerable question, with both sides of the issue convinced that
they were right.

This controversy produced unlimited discussion,

which many hoped would lead to a settling of the issue. 3
There was also a common conviction among the Churches of
Christ that the pulpit was not the place for such a discussion.

An•

excellent example of this concept can be seen in the events at
Bethany Collega,.during the fall and winter of 1855. 4

The consensus

was that the pulpit was to be used for preaching the Word of God
2B

•
.
en Jamin
Franklin, "Christian and Slavery, 11
and Reformer, VI, No. 2 (1847), 113.

3

Inquirer, "Freedom of Discussion, 11
I, No. 4 (1839), 73-76.

The Proclamation

The Christian Publisher,

4 Alexander Campbell, 11 An Abuse of the Pulpit, 11 Millennial
Harbinger, VI, (4th Ser.), No. 3 (1856), 199. These events were
discussed in Chapter five.
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and not for attacking one's fellow Christians on a point which was
political and strictly a matter of opinion.

Obviously, this caused

a problem for those who had strong views on the issue of slavery.
Their leaders were generally ministers and their only forum was the
pulpit.

Needless to say, the abuse of the pulpit in the eyes of

one person would have been the proper use of it in the eyes of
another.
There were two major questions which were under discussion
concerning the Bible and slavery.

The first of these related to the

sinfulness of slavery in general, while the second which was submerged
in the first question dealt with the possibility of a Christian
owning slaves and having a Christian relationship with them.
this question there were at least three viewpoints:

On

the abolitionists,

the proslavery advocates, and those in the middle.
The Middle View
The disciples who occupied the middle ground were the ones
around whom the most vigorous controversy raged.

They felt that the

question of slavery was not a problem for the religious world to
solve, but rather a political issue.

The leaders who held this

middle view were antislavery in their personal view of the question,
but they believed that the Bible did not condemn the principle of
slavery and therefore they could not condemn it.outright.

The

southerners attacked them as being antislavery, whereas the northerners
felt that they had sold out to the South.

This is obvious whenever

we examine the views of some of the leaders of the Restoration Movement
during the early years of the nineteenth century.
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Perhaps the most outspoken of these leaders who held the
middle view was Barton W. Stone.
abolitionist's view.

Stone was also the closest to the

He always objected to slavery as it was

practiced in the South and to its effect upon men.

In 1830 he

stated that he was against this form of slavery and that he had
been against it for thirty years. 5

Five years later, he was asked

if the Scriptures justify slavery in any sense.

His reply was that

slavery to punish evildoers was justifiable, but "to say that the
Scriptures approve of and justify the present practice of African
slavery in America, is, to slander that Book, and outrage its holy
•
principles. 116
In 1848 Benjamin Franklin was asked his view of slavery,
as to whether it was authorized by the Word of God.

He replied

very emphatically that he believed that the Scriptures did not
authorize slavery of any kind.

He explained that he did not feel

that the relationship of master and slave automatically condemned
the master, but that the abuse of his power could destroy him. 7
During the next few years Franklin was attacked for being
in league with the slavocracy because he would not condemn slaveholders.

Freedom of opinion was of great value to these Christian

men as they felt the slavery issue was not one to be decided by
religious leaders but by the civil government.
5Barton W. Stone;' "Reply, 11

Christian Messenger, IV, No. 12

( 1830) , 276.

Mass. , 11

6Barton W. Stone, "Query by Brother J. W. Himes of Boston,
Christian Messenger, IX, No. 9 ( 1835) , 203.

7Benjamin Franklin, "Letter from James Polly,"
Reformer, VI, No. 10, (1848), 635.
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Thomas Campbell held the same position.

In August of 1841

Campbell wrote a letter concerning the Bible view of slavery in
answer to an inquiry made by Cyrus McNeally, a strong antislavery
disciple in Northeastern Ohio.

McNeally felt that slavery was very

sinful and had hoped that Thomas Campbell would confirm his views.
Campbell examined several of the opinions which McNeally had advanced
to show the sinfulness of slavery.

The. first of these was that the

American Constitution contradicted the idea of slavery.

Campbell

stated that this was not a Biblical argument, but' a political one.
Furthermore, he stated that the idea that all slavery was sinful
contradicted the Old Testament law as set forth in Exodus 21.

To

McNeally's charge that it was an express contradiction of the Holy
Scriptures for a man to hold property in men, Campbell simply replied
that this view was contrary to the Old Testament law and that the
New Testament did not prohibit slavery.

McNeally then stated that

slavery infringed upon people's inalienable rights, to which Campbell
replied that the master must supply these rights to slaves. 8

Campbell

explained this line of thinking in an 1845 article in which he stated
that a Christian master must treat a slave justly and with equality:
The law of God and of our nature justly requires;
that is, a just competency of food, raiment, and rest;
with the enjoyment of the natural family relations of
husband and wife, or parents and children; with a religious
education in the knowledge of the Good Book, and the
consequent enjoyment of all religious privileges; - I say,
if he do not these things, he stands condemned by the law
of Christ, for not doing to others, what he would justly
desire of them, in similar circumstances. Likewise, if
a professing servant do not honor and obey his master,
serve him faithfully in all things, according to the
8

Thomas Campbell, "Elder Thomas Campbell's View of Slavery, 11
Millennial Harbinger, I, (3rd Ser.), (1845), 3-8.
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apostolic injunctions, he likewise forfeits his Christian
character. Therefore, all such characters should be cast
out of the church. Nor can any human laws justify the.
neglect of Christian duties, or be any excuse to the
transgressor. 9
Campbell was saying that the Bible provided for a very high
standard of treatment for the slave by the master.

However, it also

required a high standard of conduct for the slave, and Campbell felt
that Christian slaves and masters should keep these high standards. 10
McNeally's next argument which Campbell dealt with stated that
"man was made for improvement - for happiness - for heaven, therefore
he cannot be the property of another."

Campbell's rebuttal revolved

around a quotation from I Timothy 6:1-2 in which Paul stated that a
servant should be content with his lot, but could work for freedom
if that were legal under the laws of the land.
Thomas Campbell then concluded his answer to McNeally with
a statement seeming to contradict all that he had said.

He stated

that he believed that American slavery must come to an end.
reasoning is very simple.

The

He felt that in theory slavery could be

practiced in a Scriptural way, but that in the United States it was
not being practiced in a Christian manner.

He further stated that

the Christian should be striving for ultimate abolit±on. 11
It will be remembered that this article by Thomas Campbell
was the first in Alexander Campbell's series entitled "Our Position
9Thomas Campbell, "Reply to 'A Disciple' on the Subject of
Slavery," Millennial Harbinger, II, (3rd Ser.), No. 5 (1845), 199-200.
lOI Peter 2:18; Ephesians 6:5-9.
11Thomas Campbell, "Elder Thomas Campbell's View of Slavery, 11
Millennial Harbinger, II, (3rd Ser.), No. 1 (1845), 7-8.
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to American Slavery. 11

This series contained eight essays dealing

with Campbell's position on slavery.

He still could not understand

why this political question (slavery) would cause division in any
religious group; but he did recognize the possibility of such
division, and, for this reason, he entered the controversy.

The

Baptist and Methodist denominations had, just divided over the
slavery question, and Campbell stated that the Disciples was the
only religious community in the civilized world whose principles
would preserve them from division. 12

Campbell did not believe,

however, that his views would be accepted by all disciples and that
all would act as one on the slavery question.

He .did believe that

two principles of the Restoration Movement could keep them from
division.

The first was their lack of a hierarchy to attempt to

dictate a position with which others could not disagree.

The second

was the freedom of opinion that the Disciples so highly cherished.
If they would keep the issue of slavery a matter of opinion and
then continue to grant each man the right to his opinion, they could
remain united.
The major questions in the slavery controversy were:
does the Bible teach concerning slavery?
godly?

What

Is it sinful or good and

Or does it hold some place in between these two extremes?

The Disciples added one more question to the controversy:

Is slavery

a political or moral problem?

To Alexander Campbell the subject

could be summed up by asking:

"What does the Bible teach about the

relationship of master and slave?--not what natural reason, natural
12

Alexander Campbell, "Our Position to American Slavery, 11
Millennial Harbinger, II, ( 3rd Ser. ) , ·No. 2 (1845), 51.
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conscience, or the opinions of men may dictate, or what human prudence
13
and expediency may allow."
Although Campbell'began these articles
in February, it was May before he clearly established his view on the
question.
In his sixth article he gave ·three facts on which he based
his position.

First, he felt that Roman slavery was no better or

worse than American slavery and that the apostles had written their
epistles, in which they discussed the relationship of master and
slave, to men who were familiar with Roman slavery.

Secondly, the

early church consisted of both masters and slaves during the time
it was under the supervision of the apostles.

Thirdly, the New

Testament does not condemn the relationship of master and slave,
but gives duties for both parties as they live in this relationship. 14 .
Campbell believed that the Christian master must treat his slaves
with the love and care that any human being should receive and that
a good relationship between Christian masters and Christian slaves
was possible,

He went so far as to say that perhaps the slaves were

better off as slaves to Christian masters who treated them kindly
than they would be if they were free.

However, Campbell also knew

that Christians did not always act in accordance with the commands
of the Bible and that men were generally not able to keep the spirit
of the law of God.

With this weakness in mind, he stated that the

relationship of master and slave was possible for Christians but not
13 Ibid., p, 53.
6,"

14 Alexander Campbell, "Our Position to American Slavery - No.
Millennial Harbinger, II, (3rd Ser.), No. 5 (1845), 232,
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probabl~ because masters would not treat their slaves in a Christian
manner.

15
In a later article of this series Alexander Campbell stated

that he was not so confident in his own ability as a philosopher
that he could declare that if the Bible, especially the New Testament,
sanctioned involuntary servitude or slavery, he would throw it away
as a vile imposture.

He stated:

"Still less would I affirm that

slavery being found in our statute books, and being established
in our country, and practiced by many good men, is any evidence
whatever that it is pleasing to God or good for soul, body, or
estate. 1116

Both Thomas and Alexander Campbell did not approve the

practice of slavery and felt that it must be ended in the United
States.

Still they could see that the New Testament did not condemn

slavery, but provided the Christian with very high standards to
.
.
. t he master-s 1 ave re1 ations
'
h'ip. 17
use as a gill.de
to govern h'is actions
in
As the decade of the forties passed, the middle view became
less popular and many men moved to one of the two extremes.

By the

1850 1 s many of the leaders who held the middle position had died and
others had given up the fight.

While a few men like Alexander

Campbell and Benjamin Franklin remained strong in their original
views, the average disciple was drifting to one of the two extremes.
In an effort to explain his view, Franklin wrote a series of articles
15 Alexander Campbell, "Weekly Herald and Philantropist,"
Millennial Harbinger, II, (3rd Ser.), No. 6 (1845), 266.
2, 11

16 Alexander Campbell, "Our Position to American Slavery - No.
Millennial Harbinger, II, (3rd Ser.), No. 2 (1845), 71.

17I Peter 2:18; Ephesians 6:5; Colossians 3:22; I Timothy
6:1; Titus 2:9.
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in 1856 entitled "Where Is the Safe Ground?"

He believed that the

Christian must stand where Christ and His apostles stood during
the first century.

They did not condemn the institution of slavery,

but they did condemn the individual Christian who took advantage of
his position as a master.

The Christian master was to practice his

Christianity in his relationship with his slaves. 18

The abolitionists,

on the other hand, felt that Franklin was not taking a stand on the
issue.

In their opinion he was supporting the large number of

Christians in slave states whom he would offend if he attacked
slavery. 19
The Abolitionists' View
St:~ong antislavery views were expressed in 1854 by Jonas
Hartzel as he defended the Bible against those whom he termed "Modern
Infidels."

Hartzel was a strong antislavery preacher from northern

Ohio and a close worker with John Boggs.

He asked, "Can a man be

a Christian - I mean an intelligent Christian - and at the same
time a slaveholder?"

In answer to this question he stated:

"These

terms are not convertible, they are incompatible with each other. 1120
This view was not new for Christians in northern Ohio and for Hartzel,
who in 1841 had published a tract entitled "The Sin of Slavery."
This tract was mailed to many of the Churches and individuals who
18Benjamin Franklin, "Where Is the Safe Ground?"
can Review, I, No. 2 (1856), 35-39.
19william Polly, "Elder Franklin's Northern View,"
Western Christian Magazine, III, No. 1 (1856), 29-30.
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20James Hartzel, A Defense of the Bible Against the Charges
'-'--.::...:-=-=~--=----=-==--='-,-'~=,c-:,:se~-~~-~=+o f Modern Infidelity (Cincinnati: Columbian Printing Co., 1854),
p. 260.
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subscribed to the Millennial Harbinger.

Needless to say, this action-

was without the knowledge or consent of Alexander Campbell, who
apologized for its being sent to his -subscribers.
The tract contained nine arguments against slavery, all
of which assumed that slavery was sinful and that Christians should
not and could not hold slaves.

Of these only one was based on

'

Scriptures.

This argument dealt with the statement that a man

should treat his neighbor as he would treat himself.

21

This is one

of the best Biblical. arguments against slavery; yet it does not
completely destroy the possibility of a Christian master-slave
relationship.

This relationship would be possible if the master

was able to treat the slave as he himself would like to be treated,
and if the slave was able to receive this treatment in love.

Of

course, these are two very large qualifications to the relationship.
However, the tract seemed to be in the form of a condemnation of
slaveholders rather than an attempt to lead them to the writer's
view of the true plan of God.
The questions which this tract raised were probably the
key to the discussion of the Bible and slavery.
say about slavery?

Was it right?

Or wrong?

What did the Bible

Was slavery sinful?

The answer to these questions even today would be very difficult
to attain, and during the ante-bellum period it was difficult to
find an individual who had not already made up his mind on the
questions.

Many times these personal prejudices were the major

points of argument.

As early as 1836 one Christian, writing under

21 The Churches in Trumbull County, Ohio, and Vicinity,
The Sin of Slavery (Cincinnati: W. L. Mendenhall, 18~1).
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the name of the "Liberator," announced to Walter Scott in The Evangelist
that slavery was a sin because Great Britain had said it was. 22
Needless to say, Great Britain was not competent to determine what
was or what was not a sin in the sight of God; yet, to one individual
this was proof-of the ~in of slavery.T!_l~ idea,,that slavery was sinful was also expressed by one
writer as he stated ~hat slavery classified a man as chattel and thereby
removed from the slave all rights and freedoms.

He, the slave,

could not govern his own actions in any way, but was under the control
of his master.

Therefore, he announced that "American slavery is

in itself, and in all cases MORAL WRONG, SIN:
law of righteousness and love. 1123

a violation of God's

This last statement about God's

law of righteousness and love should be the basis for any decision.
The Disciples claimed that the Bible was their only guide; therefore

it must be the guide on the question of slavery.

This placed all

of the disciples in the position of having to prove their points by
the Word of God, though most of them appealed to their own logic,
considering the natural rights of men and especially the rights
of Americans.

As we have stated before, the Bible is ambiguous

on the question of slavery.

It provides standards to govern the

actions of both the Christian master and slave·,-. If these principles
were applied by both the master and slave it would be very probabl_E<
that the institution of slavery would disappear.
22 Liberator, "Liberator, 11

The Evangelist, IV, No. 7

( 1836) ,

150.

23 H. Grew, "On American Slavery - No. 1, 11
ladium, XII, No. 17 (1844), 258.
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Jonas Hartzel was active as an abolitionist who engaged in
several debates in which he took the position that one could not
reconcile the principle of slavery and the truth of the Bible.
In his book, The Defense of the Bible Against the Charges of Modern
Infidelity, he stated that infidels used the supposed approval of
slavery as a proof that the Bible was not from God and that indeed
God does not exist, because no God would approve of such a system
if he had the power and authority which was claimed for God by the
Bible. 24

Another Christian expressed similar beliefs as he stated

that the skeptic cared little if he "abolished slavery without the
Bible, or abolished the Bible by slavery, 11 feeling that both should
be destroyed. 25
These Christian abolitionists spent much of their time
attacking the claims of the slaveholders that slavery was approved
or at least tolerated by the Bible and the early Church.

To the

Christian abolitionists, this was the most heretical of statements.
Two arguments that they believed wrong were that the Negro would
be improved by being enslaved by such civilized men as the southern
slaveholders and that the Bible in its teaching recognized and treated
slavery without condemnation, thereby approving it.

The first of

these arguments would imply that the wrong of slayery was made right
by its blessings to the Negro.

The abolitionists wouXd not accept

this view any more than they would accept the belief that the cruci24Hartzel, 133-35.
25 B. U. Watkins, "Slavery - No. 1, 11
Magazine, I, No, 1 (1854), 21.
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fixion of Christ was not wrong because of the good ends which it
accomplished.26
The second argument was the major problem in the controversy.

The Bible does not state specifically that slavery is right

or wrong.

The believer is left to apply the principles of the Bible

to his own actions and by this method he determines their correctness.
In so doing the slaveholder determined that it was permissible for
him to own slaves, whereas the abolitionist believed that slavery
was sinful.

However, it would seem that neither applied this

principle to his relationship to the other.

Jonas Hartzel paraphrased

one of Christ's commandments. by saying, "If we would that men should
enslave us, then we may enslave them. 1127

His object was to show

the unwillingness of any slaveholder to be enslaved by his slave.
If one were to apply the teaching of Christ as found in Luke 6:31,

28

this high standard of personal conduct would cause the master to be
willing to undergo the same suffering as the slave.

Yet, with the

reversal of viewpoint, the passage in Luke would require the slave
to work as diligently for his master as he would like for a slave
to work for him.

Both the Christian master and slave were to treat

each other in a way they would like to be treated.

This is the ideal

situation which proved the view of Alexander Campbell that most men
were not able to apply the Christian principles to their actions
under slavery's yoke.
26 Independent, "The Divine Institution of Slavery,"
Western Christian Magazine, III, No. ·10 (1857), 295-96.

North-

27 Hartzel, 274-75.
28 Luke 6:31 reads: "And just as you want men to treat you,
treat them in the same way. 11 (New American Standard New Testament.)
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Another Biblical argument was that the abolitionists believed
it was certainly against the law of God for a master to rob his slave
of his earnings. 29

This was considered the same as robbing Christ,

for if a man does something unto the least of the followers of
Christ he is doing it unto Christ (Matthew 25:45). 30

This passage

may support either opinion, for the master compensated the slave
for his labor.

Of _course, it could be argued that the master was

not giving the slave what he should have received.

Again the

problem is in applying Christian principles to the master's actions
by seeing to it that the slave received that which he had the right
to receive--that is, food, clothing, housing, family, education,
and religious training.

Pardee Butler, one of the strong antislavery

preachers, stated that the slave should be treated with Christian
love as tong as he stayed within his master's authority.

To Butler,

the Bible did not forbid the owning of slaves, but it did forbid
the selling of human beings because slaves have the right to home
and friends. 31
These abolitionists were dogmatic in their view of the Bible
and slavery.

They believed that the Bible condemns slavery, and they

would not accept any view that contradicted this opinion.

It would

seem that their desire to destroy slavery overcame their ability to
understand the Bible.

If these men had been willing to apply the

29 E. S. Harlan, "Thoughts on Slavery,"
Magazine, IV, No. 8 (1858), 250.

North-Western Christian

30 Matthew 25:45 reads: "Then He will answer them, saying,
'Truly I say to you, to the extent that you did not do it to one
of the least of these, you did not do it to Me. 111 (New American
Standard New Testament.)
31 Pardee Butler, "Our Position to American Slavery, 11
Western Christian Magazine, IV, No. 10 (1858), 302.

North-
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principles

32

of the Bible concerning slavery, and especially the

master and slave relationship, they could have made a much better
case for the abolition of slavery.
The Proslavery View
Like the abolitionists, the Christian slaveholders were
not deliberately changing the law of God, nor were they deliberately
breaking it, but were following their own opinion of what they
believed the Bible wanted them to do.
of man is James Shannon of Missouri.

A good example of this kind
In the preface of his book,

The Philosophy of Slavery as Identified with the Philosophy of Human
Happiness, he stated that he was brought up with the view that slavery
was wrong, but after years of studying the Word of God he felt that
slavery was sanctioned by the Bible.

He stated further that since

the Bible is the infallible standard of moral truth and human
duty, it was wrong to try to disprove what the Bible accepted. 33
One of the main reasons for this change of view was the story of
the curse of Harn and his son Canaan as recorded in Genesis 9:25-27.
The curse was that Canaan would be a servant of other people of the
earth.

This argument was the foundation of .Shannon's justification

of African slavery.

He believed that slavery in America and around

the world was only the fulfillment of the wish of God.

Shannon,

as well as others in the South, believed this to be a true argurnent. 34
32 see Scriptures listed in footnote number 17.
33 Jarnes Shannon, The Philosophy of Slavery as Identified

with the Philosophy of Human Happiness
& Co., 1849), p. 6.
34 Ibid. , p. 9.

(Frankfort:

A. G. Hodge
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The Christian Magazine of Nashville, Tennessee, published "Lectures
of Genesis, Chapters Nine and Ten," which discussed. a view similar
to that of James Shannon.

The author believed slavery was a

blessing of God to the Negroes in that they were placed in slavery
so that they would be improved. 35
The major point of argument by the slaveholders was the
Old Testament which provides laws for the treatment of slaves.
These were quite detailed and provided for the release of slaves
who were Jews and for the care of their families and property.
Shannon made a point to show that in many cases the Old Testament law
and the practices of the southern slaveholders were much alike. 36
He then concluded that domestic slavery had divine sanction from
the days of Canaan's curse until the introduction of Christianity. 37
Shannon left the impression that he believed that since the New
Testament did not condemn slavery, then it must be permissible.
Among the disciples, Shannon was the only leader who constantly
spoke out in support of slavery.
often express their views.

The proslavery Christians did not

They felt that the discussion would

only cause trouble because they viewed slavery as a political institution.

The majority of these southern disciples felt that the

New Testament made neither a condemnation nor justification of
slavery.

They felt Christians should take a similar stand in their
35

J. B. Ferguson, "Lectures on Genesis, Chapters Nine and
Ten, 11 .The Christian Magazine, I, No. 5 ( 1848), 114.
36 rbid., pp. 14-15.
37 Ibid., p. 18.
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attitude toward slavery. 38

Occasionally, others did express their

views, but generally they remained silent on the question of slavery.
The Master-Slave Relationship
The New Testament is the law of the Church of Christ and,
therefore, the most important document to be considered in the
master-slave relationship.

With this in mind, Shannon pointed out

that neither Christ nor His apostles condemned slavery in a nation
where slavery was a fact of life. 39

Not only does the New Testament

not condemn it, but in many instances the epistles give commands
concerning the relationship of master and slave.

None of these

tells the slave to run away whether his master is Christian or
non-Christian.

On the contrary, these Scriptures tell the slave

to work hard for his master, and tell the Christian to love his
slave and treat him as a brother. 40
The discussion of the master-slave relationship was an
important problem for the Christian during the ante-bellum period.
Alexander Campbell expressed his views of this problem in his 1845
series of articles on slavery.

First, he gave the following summary

of the problem as he saw it:
The doctrine of these properly called abolitionists,
is that the relation of Master and Slave is, in all cases,
morally wrong--a relation not authorized by God - evil,
and only evil and that continually. The doctrine of the
proslavery party is, that the relation of Master and Slave
38
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John R. Howard, "Master and Servant,"
(1848), 75.

39 Shannon, p. 19.
40 Ephesians 4:5-9.

Bible Advocate,
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is one of divine authority, consistent to the genius of
human nature - to all the principles of morality and piety;
and is, therefore, morally right, and may, with all propriety, exist among Christians. That unjust laws respecting
the rights ·and duties of masters and slaves may exist,
and that practices wholly immoral and wicked may be
countenanced and sustained by usage, as well as by barbarous and inhuman laws, will be readily conceded by men
of all parties. The cardinal question affecting us, then,
is, - What does the Bible teach on this subject? - not what
natural reason, natural conscience, or the opinions of
men may dictate, or what human prudence and expediency
may allow. 4
Campbell then made an effort to show what was accepted in the
Church during the first century.
Now in his church, in the beginning, there were masters
and slaves - sometimes Christian masters possessing Christian
slaves - sometimes Christian masters possessing Pagan slaves,and sometimes believing slaves owned by unbelieving masters
out of his church • . . • We, therefore, take the position that, as Christians, we can lawfully, under Christ, go no
farther than to exact from Christian Masters and Christian
servants all that is comprehended {n those precepts. 42
Campbell was making reference to the precepts set forth in the
New Testament teachings.

He felt that the New Testament did not

condemn the master for holding slaves, but that the Word of God did
teach that the master should give to the slave what was needful to
his health and well being, both physically, emotionally, and spiritually.
As one reads Campbell's writings on the subject of slavery, it
becomes evident that it would have been easier for the master to free
his slaves and pay them wages than to provide the slaves with the care
that Campbell suggested as the obl_igation of the Christian master to
his slaves, whether the slaves were Christian, or whether they were
41 Alexander Campbell, "Our Position to American Slavery,"
Millennial Harbinger, II (3rd Ser.), No. 2 (1845), 52-53.
42
No. 3, 11

Alexander Campbell, "Our Position to American Slavery Millennial Harbinger, II, (3rd Ser.), No. 3 (1845), 108.
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Campbell explained that he felt that masters should

provide for the slaves when he stated:

"Does the law of Christ

demand no more from a Christian Master, for his slave, than food,
raiment and medicine, comfortable lodgings, reasonable labor,--no
more?--?

Yes, he is 'to render to him whatever is just and equal.'

He is to teach, instruct and evangelize him by all means in his
power.

He is just to do for him as his slave what he would have

his slave do for him, were he himself to become the slave and his
servant the master. 1144
Benjamin Franklin felt that if the master and slave were to
practice the Biblical way of life in their relationship, then the
institution of slavery would disappear among Christians.

He believed

that this is what happened in the early church and that the same
thing would take place in the American South. 45
The abolitionists were very dogmatic in.their view of the
master-slave relationship.

The North-Western Christian Magazine

published a comment by Professor N. Dunshee of Hiram, Ohio, stating
that "All the relations we sustain in life are of divine or human
origin, some like that of man and wife, and parent and child are of
God and are good, but the relationship of Master and Slave is of sin
and is wrong. 1146

Dunshee would not permit the Christian to hold a

43 Alexander Campbell, "Our Position
to American Slavery,"
Millennial Harbinger, II, (3rd Ser.), No. 11 (18115), 153.
44 Alexander Campbell, 11 A Tract for the People of Kentucky, 11
Millennial Harbinger, VI, (3rd Ser.), No. 5 (18119), 2118.
45

Benjamin Franklin, "Where is the Safe Ground ? 11
American Review, I, No. 6 (1856), 182.
46

The

N. Dunshee, "Letter from Prof. Dunshee, Hiram, Ohio,"
North-Western Christian Magazine, II, No. 4 (1855), 3.
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slave no matter how kind and good he was to that slave.
the relationship was impossible.
with him.

He held that

This is where Campbell disagreed

Campbell could see the possibility of the relationship,

but admitted that most Christian masters were not able to treat
their slaves in a Christian manner.
Fellowship or Division
Men of all three of these viewpoints felt that they were
right in their interpretation of the Word of God on the subject of
slavery.

The men who were on the middle ground were attacked from

both sides as if they were working for the other side.

It is true

that the abolitionists were much more vocal than the proslavery
disciples.

However, the abolitionists and the proslavery advocates

had very little to do with each other.

It seemed that the majority

of the disciples in the United States looked upon the issue of
slavery as a political problem, not a religious one which should
cause division in the Body of God.

The Disciples were able to

remain united in one body although some local congregations did
state that they would not have fellowship with slaveholders.

The

Eagleville, Ohio, Church published a declaration of its plans to
fellowship no longer with those who identified themselves with
slavery either by holding slaves or by not condemning slavery as
evil. 47
Five years earlier two ministers in Ohio had seen the development of this attitude among their congregations.
47
No, 9
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The.;. first was

Old School Presbyterian, The Gospel Proclamation, II,

(1849), 554.
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Samuel Rogers who in 1844 had returned to Clinton County, Ohio, from
Missouri where he had not preached against slavery.

He was condemned

in this second ministry by the congregation for this failure and was
f orce d t o 1 eave t he area since
.
. h h im.
· 48
t he peop 1e wou ld not work wit
The second was Isaac Errett who would not agree with his congregation
when it wished to have no fellowship with slaveholders.

Although

Errett was antislavery, he was able to persuade his people that
this was not a justifiable action on their part. 49
While the idea of non-fellowship was not popular in the
1840 1 s, by the mid 1850 1 s many of the strong abolitionists were in
favor of non-fellowship with slaveholders and with those who would
not condemn slavery,

Among those who favored such action were

John Boggs, the editor of the North-Western Christian Magazine; 50
Jonas Hartzel, who had moved from northern Ohio to Davenport, Iowa; 51
and the leaders of North-Western Christian University who stated that
"Christians living on free soil, should not cooperate with Christians
living on slave soil in any seminary of learning."

Tl,is comment

was printed by Alexander Campbell with a statement of his own in
. h h e expresse d h'is sorrow over an ac t·ion o f tis
h' nature. 52
wh ic

It

will be remembered also that there was a conflict between Bethany
48 Robert O. Fife, "Alexander Campbell and the Christian Church
in the Slavery Controversy," (unpublished Doctoral dissertation,
Indiana University, 1960), pp. 268-269.
49 J. S. Lamar, ed., Memoirs of Isaac Errett, 2 vols. (C~ncinnati: Standard Publishing Company, 1893) , Vol. .I, pp. 86-8.7.
5011 Voice from a Slave State,"
Magazine, II, No. 5 (1855), 138.

North-Western Christian

51 Jonas Hartzel, "Fellowship with Slaveholders,"
Western Christian Magazine, II, No. 5 (1855), 138.
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52 Alexander Campbell, Millennial Harbinger, IV, (4th Ser.),
(1854), 42.

College, where Campbell worked, and North-Western Christian University. 53
These moves toward division were against the wishes of
most of the Disciples.

Many of them were first-generation Christians

who had left a divided religious world in an attempt to find what
they regarded as the true way of God.

Now some were trying to divide

this "true church" over the issue of slavery.

The Christian Church

could not technically be divided at this point because it did not
have a national organization to_execute division.

Some congregations

did announce an end of fellowship, but this was only an action of
the minority of the congregations in the Movement.
As the Civil War grew nearer, Disciples' writers in both
the North and the South tried to bring the two extremes together,
but they were unsuccessful,

Tolbert Fanning wrote in the Gospel

Advocate in March, 1861, about the higher law which should govern our
actions. 54

However, efforts of this type were unsuccessful in

accomplishing complete unity.

Three years earlier, Benjamin Franklin

had expressed the view of the majority of the Disciples as he answered
an article by a very strong antislavery Christian.

Franklin stated

that slavery should be treated in the same manner as the apostles
and Jesus had treated it during their lifetime.

He further stated

that they did not condemn slavery, but taught men to live their
lives in such a way that, as they practiced Christ's teachings, they
53
54
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This conflict is discussed in Chapter Five.

Tolbert Fanning, "A Higher Law, 11
(1861), 70.

Gospel Advocate, VII,
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would, through all of their actions and their own example, end
slavery. 55
After all of the discussion, the majority of the Disciples
still held _the same view of slavery that they had when·the controversy began years before.
of opinion."

It -was simply that "slavery is a matter

Because of this view. only minor divisions developed

among the Disciples during the slavery controversy.

This freedom

of opinion was able to keep them united during the Civil War. 56

9

55B enJamJ.n
. . Franklin, "Reply, 11
(1857), 273-'75.
56

The American Review, II, No.

w. E. Garrison, Religion Follows the Frontier
Harper & Brothers, 1931), pp. 179-80.

(New York:

CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION
Pardee Butler, James Shannon, John Boggs, Benjamin Franklin,
Tolbert Fanning, John O'Kane, Barton W. Stone, Jonas Hartzel,
Alexander Campbell, Jeremiah Black, Walter Scott, Isaac Errett,
and James Garfield were only a few among many of the Disciples of
Christ who had their own views on the slavery controversy.

These

men were in positions of leadership where they could voice their
opinions and attempt to persuade others to accept their own particular views.

Many disciples did follow these men because of their

faith in their ability to teach the Word of God.

But many others

disagreed with them on one phase of the controversy although they
agreed with them on other points.
The slavery controversy permeated almost every phase of life
during the ante-bellum period.

While most members of the Churches

of Christ attempted to separate the political controversies of the
time from the religious portion of their lives, the abolitionists
were not willing to accept this view.

The Disciples had a strong

belief in the Bible and its teachings but most of them felt that
the Bible did not provide clear-cut answers to every political controversy which might appear.

The leaders of the Disciples believed

that the discussion of the slavery issue in their publications would
only lead to the division of the Church.
106

They had seen other
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denominations divide over slavery and they did not want to have
this kind of division in the Church of Christ.
Although the leaders of the Restoration Movement expressed
many different opinions concerning the various issues surrounding
the slavery controversy, almost all of the major leaders of the
Movement were against slavery.
to see because of the rhetoric.
not condemn slavery as sinful.

However, this agreement was difficult
Those on the middle ground would
While they did not approve of the

way slavery was being practiced in the South and wanted to see it
ended, they did believe that the Bible provided rules to govern
Christians' actions as slaveholders.

The problem was that most

Christian slaveholders were not following these Biblical standards.
On

the other hand, the abolitionists were willing to condemn the slave-

holder.

The leaders who occupied the middle ground would not condemn

the slaveholder but the institution of slavery as it was being
practiced.
The controversy between men like Alexander Campbell and
Benjamin Franklin on the one side and John Boggs and Jonas Hartzel on
the other was concerning the degree of condemnation and the method
of ending slavery rather than over the disapproval of slavery.
all disapproved of slavery.

They

The difficulty came in determining how

to communicate this disapproval to the slaveholder.
The slavery controversy in the Restoration Movement did
not truly develop until the 1850 1 s.

Before 1850 the leaders and the

people of the Restoration Movement were more involved in evangelism
than in political controversy.

There was an occasional comment

concerning slavery but no strong conflict.

The conflict of the
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1850's had its beginning with Campbell's series of articles on slavery
in 1845 and continued during his difficulty in Scotland and as a
result of his "Tract to the People of Kentucky" in 1849.

By 1854

the North-Western Christian Magazine and John Boggs were prepared
to take the controversy to the center of the Movement.

Although

their efforts did cause trouble in the Missionary Society and at
Bethany College, they were not able totally to divide the Disciples
over the issue of slavery.

It can probably be said that the abo-

litionists began their efforts too late to create any lasting results.
Many of the Disciples' leaders in the North and South were
involved in the war and often those who were moderate in their views
on slavery were radical concerning their views of the war.

Yet

the war produced attitudes of sectionalism and nationalism which
caused many men to be involved in combat who otherwise would not
have considered such actions.
The slavery controversy had a definite influence upon the
lives of the members of the Churches of Christ during the ante-bellum
period.

The degree of this influence depended upon the attitude of

the individual toward the various areas of the controversy.

The

individuals who were active in the political field considered this
conflict of major importance.

Those who were interested in the

Missionary Society became deeply involved in the conflict concerning
James Barclay.

St~ll others were much more concerned with the

dispute regarding the Bible and its attitude toward slavery.

The

coming of the Civil War caused all of these questions to become
insignificant.

The major question of slavery was to be decided by

the political and military power of the nation and not by philo-
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sophical debates.

Men like Alexander Campbell had always said that

slavery was a political question and that the government should be
the power to solve the problem of slavery.

However, a massive

conflict like the Civil War was not the method which Campbell would
have chosen.

This fear of some evil greater than slavery, such as

the Civil War, was one of the reasons that many of the Disciples'
leaders did not actively fight against slavery.
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The members of the Restoration Movement had a unique attitude
toward the institution of slavery.

One of the reasons for this

attitude was ~heir strict congregational form of church government.
This lack of ecclesiastical organization permitted the development
of various views concerning the slavery question.

It also caused the

development of several strong leaders among the Churches of Christ.
The majority of these men were editors of religious periodicals in
which they expressed their views on many subjects.

Most of these

leaders devoted the majority of their time to religious issues.
Of course, many of them developed followers among local church members.
The best known leader was Alexander Campbell; however, other men such
as Barton W. Stone, Walter Scott, Benjamin Franklin, John Boggs, and
James Shannon had a significant influence upon many of the members of
the Churches of Christ.
It must be remembered that the Restoration Movement began
during the early nineteenth century and that most of the leaders were
first-generation members.

Because of their convictions the majority

of them felt that religious activities were much more important than
political controversies.

To these men slavery was a political issue
1
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which should be decided by the government.

This was the predominant

view during the first four decades of the nineteenth century.
By the l840's several denominations were on the verge of
division over the issue of slavery.

To the members of the Churches

of Christ such division was very disheartening.

They had hoped to

unite all of the followers of Christ,and a political issue like
slavery was creating more division.

Because the Church of Christ

lacked an ecclesiastical hierarchy it was not possible for this kind
of division to affect them.

Nevertheless, their leaders and congre-

gations did disagree over the issue of slavery.
Another important belief among the Churches of Christ which
helped them remain united was their willingness to grant their fellow
Christians freedom of opinion concerning issues about which the Bible
did not give definite commands.

As the slavery controversy began,

most Church of Christ leaders felt that one's attitude toward slavery
belonged in this category.

They believed that the Bible gave no

strong command either for or against slavery.

However, as the contro-

versy grew more intense, many of the members of the Church of Christ
began to disagree with this view.

Even today wit~ our less-prejudiced

view, we would find it difficult to agree upon what the Bible teaches
concerning slavery.
impossible.

During the antebellum period it was virtually

Consequently, as the controversy continued, the question

regarding the sinfulness of slavery gained in importance.

On the one

hand, the proslavery individual felt that since the Bible did not
condemn slavery and since the New Testament even provides rules to
govern the actions of both the master and slave, .,slavery was not sinful.
On

the other hand, the abolitionist felt that slavery was sinful
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because a Christian master could not treat a slave in the manner
that a true Christian was to treat his fellowman.

They believed

that a Christian master-slave relationship was impossible.

The

majority of the leaders of the Churches of Christ tried to remain
in the middle of the controversy, seeing this question as a matter
of opinion.
The slavery controversy influenced the Restoration Movement
in many ways, some of wh_ich were minor, whe',eas others were of major
importance.

The Colonization Society was one of the first non-religious

organizations to have a minor influence upon the Restoration Movement
in connection with the slavery controversy.

Comparatively few of the

leaders of the Restoration Movement had an active interest in colonization, and this interest lasted only a few years during the 1830's.
Probably the major controversy among the Churches of Christ
concerning the issue of slavery was in connection with the American
Christian Missionary Society.

The Society was begun in 1849 at a time

when the leaders of the Restoration Movement were taking more interest
in the controversy.

The activities of John Boggs, editor of the

North-Western Christian Magazine, greatly influenced the controversy
in the Missionary Society.

Boggs was one of the few Restoration

leaders who was an active abolitionist and was much interested in
the political affairs of the country.

Another minister who was

involved in the controversy in the .Missionary Society and in the
political affairs of the 1850 1 s was Pardee Butler.

He had several

interesting experiences in Kansas during the political upheavals of
the mid-1850's and was a missionary in Kansas for a newly-formed
antislavery missionary society.
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As the 1850's began the slavery controversy was growing much
stronger , and this growth was s lowly drawing many of the members of
the Churches of Christ into the controversy .

When their interest

in the slavery issue increased , many of them were placing slavery
before their religious activities.

Also, many of the original leaders

of the Restoration Movement had passed from the scene and younger men
were taking their places of influence .

These younger leaders were

often more interested in the political affairs of the time than were
the older leaders.
The slavery controversy had a subtle influence upon the
Restoration Movement .

The lack of a hierarchy makes it difficult

to determine the amount of influence .

One can only estimate the

effect upon the various congregations and individuals of the Restoration
Movement .
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